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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, much attention has been directed tomird the utilization

ot nonprofessional individuals for tasks ordinarily performed
cal psychologists.

by trained clini •

This approach has grown 1n interest e.ncl importance in

view of the critical shortage of trained personnel in the mental health professions (Rioch, Elbes, Fline, Usdansky, Ne'Wman, & Silver, 1963).
~'

there is sane .;practical need to Investigate the level of

Consequent-

c~tence

that

persons having little ar no formal exposure to the tield of psycholog possess in regard to clinical types
-.81')'1ng in age, education, and

ot

tasks.

One ma;y,&sk to what extent students

exposure to PSJ'Chology are sensitive to clin1-

cal phenomena, and hov their sensitivity canparea to that of 1ndividll8.ls hiv•
1ng broader training 1n psychology.
In regard to the variable of psychological training, several investiga-

tors have canpared the performance on clinical t.§.sks of individuals having
extensive training in psycholoQ vith that ot 1Ddividwala lacking such train-

ing.

In a review ot the literature on 1nterpersona+ judgment, Taft (1955)

cancluded that psychological training as such appears to have little or no

effect on the ability to judge other P!ople. In a similar vein, Estes (1938)
asked prof'essional social workers, nonprofessional adults, and college stu-

dents to make .1udgments of various kinds (re.tings, checklists, and matchings)

ot individuals based upon the viewing ot brief motion picture segments. He
l

-2f ottnd that the performances of many student judges exceeded the pertormances

of adult judges. Estes interpreted his findings as indicating that certain
judges have sane special interest, ability, or bath that enables them to
observe people more accurately than other Judges.

Such studies 1n the area

.of interpersonal judgment have varied in terms of educational beckgl"ozd of
judges, judgmental tasks used, and criteria for accuracy ot judgments.
One group of pertinent studies was concerned with the judgment ot psycho
pathology

tran ~st materials.

Hlmt, Jones, and Hunt (1957) found that mider-

gradue.te and professional judges showed good agreement in rating the severity
of scbiZopbrenic responses on W~cbsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) vocabulary and canprehension subtests; however, greater clinical experience was

men«.tested in higher interjudge reliability for the professional gt"oup.
~

In

.

a related study, Jones (1959) operationally defined an experienced jud.ge es
a person having a Ph.D. in psychology and four years of clinical experience;
inexperienced judges were selected from undergraduate psychology courses.
The judgmental task consisted of rating the extent of schizophrenic iathology
present on Wechsler vocabulary end comprehension sub-tests. An external val1dity criterion was established by having three highly experienced clinicians
(Possession of clinical experience ranging from 9 to 14. years) rate degree of
schizophrenic pathology shown by the same patients in an interview situation.
Judgmental accuracy of both experienced end naive gt"Oups exceeded chance levels; however, the clinicians' ratings were closer to the criterion than were
t:iie students' ratings.

The clinicians' ratings in this study were also

affected adversely by the inclusion of more stimulus information as a basis
for judgment. Hmt ana'Walker (1962) used the same criteria for defining
experienced and naive g:."oups a.s did Jones;

-~-

their inexperienced group inc.lud-

....------------------------------------------------------------------....

ed both sophomore undergraduates and more advanced students. The task
consisted of rating WAIS comprehension protocols (b7 the naive group) and
both vocabulary end comprehension protocols (b7 the experienced group) obtained from schizophrenic, ps7choneurotic 1 organic, feebleminded 1 and normal
individuals. All judges were asked to make a differential diagnosis based
u.pon an entire test protocol.

Hunt and Walker's de.ta showed the following:

a) cases of normality and mental retardation were diagnosed more accurateq
than cases of brain damage. The greatest amomits of mutual confusion occU?Ted
between the schizophrenic-neurotic and .retarded-organic categories.
nostic success with vocabulary tests bad little correlation ( E.
success using comprehension tests.

c)

i:r.

b) Diag-

~06) with

The difterence 1n diagnostic accuracy

between the clinicians and the most naive student grou;p attained significance

C!t : .05)

while the differences between the clinicians and the intermediate

group appr0ached significance (E, • .08). The accuracy of every judge in each
grou;p (adjustment class, abimrmal psychoiogy class, and clinical psychologists'
exceeded chance, indicating that the students

~re

relatively sophisticated

in regard to clinical diagnosis.

The foregoing group of studies utilized Judges from the upper end of
the educational spectrum since all were college students
ure to the field of psycholo87.

w~o

had some expos-

other related studies are those of Watso:p.

(1967) 1 Oskamp (1962) 1 and Grigg (1958). Watson used the Draw-A-Person (DAP)
as a basis for distinguishing between brain injured, normal, paranoid schizophrenic 1 and nonparanoid schizophrenic patients. All ot his judges were
experienced clinical psychologists; the only dimension along which they
dittered was experience with projective and DAP tests. Although the entire
groUp exceeded a chance number of hits, no relationships emerged. between

-4diagnostic accUl'Scy end DAP expertise.
Oslmmp had groups ot undergraduate psychology maJors 1 experienced
Veterans' Administration psychologists, and V.A. graduate psychology trainees
Judge Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventor,y profiles.

Subjects were,

asked to determine whether a given MMPI profile came from a psychiatric or
medical patbnt 1 and to rate degree ot confidence in the Judgment. The data

tor accuracy of judgment vere in basic agreement with those ot similar studies
Zx.perienced judges performed at the highest level and inexperienced judges
performed at an above chance level which was quite close to the clinicians'
standard ot performance.
Grigg ( 1958) used voice recordings and typescripts ot interviews 'tith
clients as judgmental stimuli. The judges consisted of

gL'"Ol@S

ot 24 clinical

~

~holog1sts 1 24 psychology trainees, and 24 1ntroduct017 psycholog students. Grigg touncl that judges having at least one ,ear of clinical experience
made more accurate predictions ot clients• test respanses than untrained

.

31Jdges. However, experience beyond one year did not lead to increased accur•
ac7 ot prediction. The author interpreted these findings as due either to
selection ot sensitive people as clinicians, or to more experienced clinicians
being put at a disadvantage in regard to this particular task.

other studies in the same vein can be tound in the psychiatric litera-

ture.

In these studies, rating scales were used to Judge behavi~: ":naive"

3udges were t1Picall.y psychiatric residents who differed trClll their supervi-

aors cml.y in terms, ot amomt of tace-to-:f'ace contact experienced with psychiatric patients (Geertsma & Stoller,, 1960; U.bman, Ban & Donnell, 1965;
~ &: ls1r 1 1967).

Stoller and Geertsma (1963) presented a 30-minute

filmed interview to psychiatric clerks; the students were asked to make

-5ratings on a 5-point scale relevant to questions of theory, diagnosis, empath7
I

an4 other topics. The same task was administered to a group ot

I

exPerienced psychiatric faculty members (mean ot

zr highly

9.7 ;years ot Post-residency

protessional experience). The authors found that increased psychiatric experience. was associated with an increased range of ratings. There was highest
agreement on material totally inappropriate to the patient or to a particular
interview1 but tar less agreement as to what constitutes desirable or appropriate material.

:rn

another type of study, the variable of overall educational level of

Judges was held constant, but the range of psychological backgro'lm.d of judges
was allowed to vary.
Luft (1950) compared the ability of mental health professionals (psychi-

atrists, psychologists, and social workers) to predict a patient's test responses from a case conference and interview material with that of p117sical
scien~ists.

Significant differences between these groups on accuracy of pre-

dictions did not emerge.

:rn

an unpublished doctoral dissertation, McManon

(1966) compared the

ability· ot clinical psychologists and nonclinicians to differentiate persons
receiving psychotherapeutic treatment trom groups receiving no such treatment.
The nonclinicians in this study were graduate students in business. Psychological test data were used as bases for these judgments; data from the
Rorschach, Minnesota Multiph.asic Personality Inventory, and Sentence CompletiOJ
Tests wei:ie included. McMahon found that both clinicians and nonclinicians
were able to differentiate treatment from nontreatment groups at levels exceeding chanc.e. The content of the test itself was folm.d to be of greater
importance in differentiating the two groups of patients than the backgrounds

-6-

ot, the Judges. When test content was selectively taken
I
I

out of an entire test

protocol and presented to Judges, psychological training was not found to be a
i

s~ificant

variable in psychological assessment.

In an investigation canple-

ted 1n 19611 Nunnally studied the effects of high school psychology courses

on the information and attitudes

of students at the

same levels

of the educa-

tional process in regard to mental health. A pre-post design was used, in
which students wre tested before and after completion ot their psychology
course.

Control groups of nonpsychology students at the. same grade level were

also tested.

On

a gross "correctness of informatiol'.1" measure relevant to

· mental health, both psychology- and nonpsycbology students improved, although
the dUferenc~s were small.

Changes in attitudes (negative to positive) were

also manifested by both. experimental and control groups 1 in roughly equivalent
amounts.
In other research studies, variables of overall educational level and
exposure to psychological training were manipulated simultaneously. Walker
and Linden (1967) selected judges of psychological test protocols fran groups
of undergraduate eng;lneering students, undergraduate psychology majors, grad-

uate

psychology students, and practicing Ph.D. psychologists. Test materials

tor Judgment were taken from six normal males, six psychoneurotic outpatient
males 1 and six hospitalized psychotic males.

Each Judge was asked to sort

the test protocols into the appropriate diagnostic category, and make 5-point
ratings of adjustment in critical life areas.

On

the measure of diagnostic

accuracy all groups performed at an above chance level.

Individual differen-

c•s between judges emerged both within and· across levels of sophistication.
For instance 1 two engineering students sorted ,the tests more accurately into
their

approp~iate

categor!es than did tour of the psychologists.

-7Weinstein and Johnson (1964) used 20 psychologists and 20 clerks and
technicians to Judge Bender-Gestalt tests made b:r epileptics betore end af'ter
temporal lobectC1D.7.

They were asked to distinguish drawings made before and

after the operation, as well es to distinguish epileptic from schizophrenic
4ravings.

The data showed no significant dif'f'erellCes between the mean correct

Judgment f'igures ot psychologists end la,men.

Cline (1955) used groups of

college· undergraduates 1 church members, nursing trainees 1 engineering tTeinees
and mental health professionals to judge personality- factors ot individuals

1n a filmed stress interrtev. Although the mental health professionals showed
the highest mean correct Judgments, the wide variations 1n

Jud~ental

accur-

ac7 within each group were worth;y of' note.
Much valuable 1.nf'ormation about the relationship between an individual's
overall degree of' maturitJ" and sophistication and his knowledge ot mental

health concepts is contained 1n th~ work ot NunnallJ' ( 1961).

He found that

age end :years of' education were the two most important variables relating to ·

a person's lmovledge ot mental health.

relationship as well;

.

Intelligence was involved 1n this

not surprisingly, brighter individuals tended to be

better Wormed· about mental heal.th.

On a 10-item mental health questionnare

•cored according to agreement with the opinions of' experts 1 correctness of'
tntormation f'igu:res correlated .39 and .42 with intelligence measures tor tvo
groups ot high school students.

When all levels ot the adult population

were considered, older individuals were found to bBve ·less correct conceptions

ot mental health

than 70uD.ger individuals.

Another question that arose during the course or Nunna.117' s research
concerned the vocabularies ct mental health professionals and nanprof'essionals

1n regard to phenanena of psychopatholog;y. Nunnally found th8t laymen and

-8mental health workers often use dU:f'erent terms ot camnunication in regard to
similar abnormal behavioral states. Proteasionals tended to. camnunicate with
the public at large in a veey indirect fashion, owing to limited vocabularies

ot

la~en

in regard to mental health.

He did"not interpret this as meaning

that the public is incapable of lmderstanding mental health conceptions;
rather, diagnostic nomenclature does not seem to be anchored to concrete behaviors and events for the average layman.

In one relevant stud7. Nunn.a117

translated diasnostic terms such as "neurotic" into more general terms such
as "extremel.7 withdrawn" and "emotionall.7 immature."

students had more fa-

vorable reactions to the latter set of terms than to the former, as meesured
b7 the Semantic Dif'f'erential Technique.

In addition, sme terms are used

dUferentl.7 b7 people involved and not involved in mental health work;

the

term "aggressive 1 " f'or instance 1 bas more positive meaning for the la,man than

tor the PSJ'Chologist or psJ'Chiatrist.
In a related investigation, Zolik and stotsky (1966) studied the effects

ot various labels on recamnendations for management and referral of mental
health probleuls b7 students in introductoey psychology courses. The labels
used vere "mental illness," "emotional disturbance," and "nervous breakdown.•
The latter term was included because of its widespread usage b7 the general
public. 'l'he data showed that the students perceived the three categories ot
pathology in dUterent wa7s.

"Nervous breakdown" was perceived as more em.en-

able to management b7 nonpsJ'Chiatric medical personnel than "mental illness."
The latter term was perceived as the most serious of the three categories,

and was considered least amenable to nonpsJ'Chiatric therapeutic intervention.

"Emotional disturbance" was perceived as a more dUfuse categ0271 and was
seen as more amenable to therapeutic approaches outside of the strict medical-

-9ps;ychiatric model.

This study, as well as that of Nunnally-, suggests that a

laJ!llan' s approach to a diagnostic task could be iDtluenced by- type

ot nomen-

clature used to describe abnormal behavioral states, in addition to the Judge'

level of training and sophistication.

CBAPl'ER II

srATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The main objective

ot the current study was to investigate the effects

ot relevant characteristics of nonprofessional judges on a task of psychodiagnostic judgment.

These characteristics were overall educational level of

judges and exposure to the field of psychology 1n terms of formal coursework.
Most of the previous research cited that pertained to diagnostic judgment did

not investigate the performance ot judges below a college level of sophistication, nor that ot judges totally lacking in exposure to the field ot psychol ~
ogy via col.D."sework.

In the current stud71 the range of these variables was

broadened and they were considered separately.

Groups of Judges in the study

were comparable in regard to intelligence in order to control for the effects
of this variable.

Research cited above by Nunnally and Zolik and stotsk:;y indicated that
nonprofessionals do not tend to use conventional professional nomenclature
to denote states ot abnormal belurv1or.

Thus, a more 1.ntormal set ot la,men's

terms was added in the current study in order to canpare the pertormance of
judges under both conditions.
The hypothesized results of the study were as follows:
l)

Judges at higher levels of education would achieve more diagnostic

hits - than judges at lower educational levels.

-10-

This would be due to

-11their
2)

gr~ater

maturity and years of schooling.

Judges exposed to the field of psychology via coursework would

achieve more hits than Judges lacking such exposure.

The greater the

exposure, the higher the level of diagnostic performance that would be
expected.
3)

Judges who used a set of la,man's equivalents ot diagnostic terms

would achieve more hits than Judges who used the standard professional
nomenclature.

This would be due to greater familiarity of judges with

jargon terms to describe abnormal behavioral stetes.

4) A group of professional psychologists who judged the .Jame test
protocols would exceed the student Judges in terms of diagnostic accuracy.
The Judgmental task used in the current study- was used in an earlier

study (Hunt & Walker 1 1962) and consisted of making global diagnostic judg•
ments based upon the reeding of entire WAIS subtests.
only the vocabulary subtest was used.

In the current study,

In the field of clinical psychology,

one cen find examples of vocabulary tests used as ,ardsticks of judging psycho·
pathology.

The WAIS vocabulary subtest has been singled out by clinicians

as a valuable source of qualitative diagnostic information (Wechsler 1 1958).
Thus, the judgmental task used in the current study is one of differential
diagnosis that would fe 11 within the realm of the work of most practicing
psychodiagnosticians.

CBAPrER III
METHOD

Subjects
Judges tor the study were selected fran groups of students differing
1n their levels of education.

These groups were canposed of high school sen-

iors, university students within their first two yeers of study (underclassmen) 1 and university students within their last two years of study (upperclass
men).

These groups differed 1n mean· age by approximately two years.

Equal

nunibers ot judges exposed end 1.mexposed to the field of psychology were selected at each educational level.

Exposure to the field of psychology was

defined es completion or near canpletion of a

s~y

course in psychology

which included a unit on abnormal behavior and mental hygiene.
The high school judges were selected f'rom lists of vollmteers at two
Chicago area Catholic high schools.
other was a coeducational school.

One of these was a girls' school and the

Each of these schools offered a senior

elective survey course 1n psychology.
College level judges exposed to psychology were volunteers f'ran introductory psychology classes at Loyola University during the last week of the
apring semester.

College level judges not exPOsed to psychology were volun-

teer sociology students f'rom the University of lllinois at Chicago Circle
who had not registered for and were not taking a psychology course. All of
the judges in the study were enrolled in liberal arts programs.

-12-

-13Two additional groups ot judges were added to brosden the range of the
education and exposure to psychology variables.

The first

or

these groups

consisted ot high school sophomores 1 not yet eligible to take psychology.
Their performance was compared to that of judges at higher educational levels

also lacking 1n exposure to a psychology course.

The second ot these addi-

tional groups consisted of university upperclassmen having a background ot at
least three ps7chology courses beyond the introductory level, including a
course in persons.lity problems.

Their pertormence was canpared to that ot

Judges at a canparable educational level who had less exposure to the field

ot psychology via coursework.
The total

!. tor

the study was

160 judges. Forty judges were included

in the high school senior, college upperclassmen, and college underclassmen

groups respectively.

Twenty Judges in e.ech of these groups had a psychology

course while 20 did not.

The two additional groups of naive high school

sophomores and college upperclassmen having addition.el psychology courses
contained 20 Judges each.

All ot the above groups of judges were comparable

1n regard to Intelligence Quotient (IQ) 1 as measured by the otis Ge.mme. EM
Test.

Table l shows the mean IQs tor each group.

The total range ot IQ

scores for all of the Judges was 98 to 130 1 and the differences between the
means of the groups were small.

When '!:_ ratios were cauputed between the

group mean IQs, all of the ratios were<l.
In addition, a group of 13 practicing Ph.D. clinical psychologists who

had previously Judged the WAIS vocabulary pratocols used in the current study
(Hunt & Walker, 1962) were included for purposes ot comparison.

-14-

Table l
otis

~

Scores for the Various Experimental Groups of Judges

Standard Nomenclature

Unexposed to
Psych.

m.

Exposed to
Intro. Psych.

Mean

m.

Educational
Lsvel

Mean

HS Soph.

115.40 3.47

HS Senior

115.6o 7.70

115~60

· Coll. Under.

115.70 6.60

u6.10 5.34

Coll. Upper

115.50 7.32

115.70 5.29

Exposed Beyond
Intro. Psych.

Mean

6.78
115.10

m.

5.56

La,man's Nomenclature

-

HS Soph.

116.20 4.31

HS Senior

115.90 8.04.

115.20 6.35

Coll. Under.

116.00 8.95

115.70 9.82

Coll. Upper.

115.70 4.52

u5.10 6.64

115.40

6.25

-15Measures

I
j

The criterion measures

tor the current study consisted of the diagno-

ses of 30 adult males, 24 patients and 6 normals. These patients' protocols
"
.
included equal numbers of schizophrenic, P&ychoneurotic 1 organic brain damagedJ
_and feeblem:lnded individuals whose diagnoses were l.UlAllimously agreed upon
by professional statfs at the institutions :ln which the !)atients were tested.
The six normals ·bad no psychiatric history and no detectable a,mptanatology
at the time of testing. The schizophrenics were used in.another study
(Jones, 1959) and represented the entire range of schizophrenic disorder.
All except· the teeblem:lnded group were comparable tor age, intelligence, and
_ educational and occupational history.
The major dependent variable '!8-B number of diagnostic hits attained
by the Judge.

The maximum number of hits for each judge was 30.

The number

of hits attained by each judge was also subdivided according to six diagnostic categories (see above).
presented in Appendix

The test protocols which were judged are

A~·

otis Intelligence ~uotient (IQ) scores were also obtained tor each
Judge in. the study. The procedures used in obtaining these scores are
outlines :ln the following section.
Procedure
Ea.ch Judge was provided with a set of instructions, 30 teSt protocols,
and a data sheet.

Judges were tested in groups.

The 30 vocabulary protocols were presented 1n randomized order to
each Judge.

Since two types of nomenclature were used (standard diagnostic

nomenclature and a set of layman's equivalents) 1 two sets of instructions
were also

used~

They were as follows:

-16f..

standard di.gnostic nomenclature:

-We are presenting you vi.th a number of vocabulary test responses.
On each sheet,, you will see the test word a·t the left and the definition

given b;y the subject at the right.

These responses were taken from organic

brain damaged,, schizophrenic, and teebleminded individuals.

We are asking

JOU to read each test and decide the kind ot :patient tbat produced it.

In

other words,, classi:ty' each test according to N(ormal) / P(sychoneurotic) /

O(rganic) 1 S(chizophrenic) / end F(eebleminded) 1 indicating your classification by placing the apPropriate capitol letter in the space provided on the

accompanying data sheet.
I:t JOU are not sure what all these terms mean, Just so ahead and do

the

best JOU can."
IaJD18n's teminology:
Instructions were the smne as the above, except for the substitution

o'f "insane" tor "schizophrenic," "nervous" for psychoneurotic 1 "brain damaged" tor organic bra.in damaged, and "stupid" for feebleminded. All judges
then proceeded to read the 30 test protocols, and marked their classi:f'1cat1cm oli the data sheet according to the above scheme.
The Otis

~uick

Scoring Tests of Y.ental Ability were administered to

the Judges one week after their Judging of the WAIS vocabulaey protocols.

The Gamma EM Test (higher) 1 appropriate

tor testing high school

and college

students at upper levels / was used. A 30 minute time limit tor the test
acmdnistration w:is used.

CBAPrER IV.

The basic design

ot the atud7 waa a 3 x 2 x 2 x 5 factorial. The

variables investigated were educational levels of judges (high school seniors11
college underclassmen, and college upperclassmen), exposure to psychology
coursework (no exposure vs. exposure to introductor,. ps,-cholo87);

type of

diagnostic nomenclature used (standard vs. laJ!llan's), and diagnostic cate. gories (orgmiic, teebleminded, schizophrenic, PBJ"Choneurotic, normal).
analyses were based on a

.
total ot 120 judges;

The

each judge used the five

categories 1n judging the test protocols.
The predicted .directions ot the data were:

1)

an increase 1n diagnostic accurac7 (hits) from the lowest educational

group to the highest;
2)

more hits for the judges exposed to the field of ps7chology via

coursework than for unexposed judges;
3)

more hits tor judges who used layman's terminology as opposed to

standard diagnostic nomenclature.
Table 2 shows the results ot the 3 x 2 x 2 x 5 analysis of variance.
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.Table 2

Analysis ot Variance for Hits by Diagnostic Category

Source

!t·

!!§.

!.

Exposure to Psychology (E)

1

9.88

8.02**

?lomenclature (N)

1

0.02

<1

Educational ~vel (EL)

2

1.24

1.00

EXN

1

4.oo

3.25

.EX EL

2

0.85

(1

If X EL

2

2.10

1.71

EXBXEL

2

0.36

(1

108

1.23

Diagnostic Category (C)

4

134.15

EXC

4

1.79

1.39

ll'XC·

4

9.54

7.41**

EL X C

8

2.32

1.81

EXBXC

4

0.31

(1

EXELXC

8

3.71

2.88

JIXELXC

8

0.59

(1

BXHXELXC

8

1.57

1.22

lf.32

1.29

Error (Between)

Error (Within)

Total

**E.< .01
***E. '( •001

599

l~.23***

-19The main etfect

tor the variable of exposure to psychology Was signi-

ficant across all the diagnostic categories (F (1,

108) c 8.02, E. <.05).

Table 3 shows the means of the various experimental groups for total hits
across categories. An inspection ot Table 3 reveals that the mean hits for
judges exposed to a psychology course exceeded the mean hits for judges
lecking this exposure, as predicted. The main effect for nomenclature was
not significant

Ct ( 1.0) and this did not support the prediction that

the use of layman's _nomenclature would result in better diagnostic performance than the use of standard nomenclature.

However, the interaction

between exposure to psychology·x diagnostic category approached significance
at the .05 level (!:_ ( 1 1

108) :: 3.25 1 E.< .10). Figure 1 shows the graph

ot this interaction. In Figure 1 1 layman's nomenclature led to better diagnostic performance for judges exposed to a psychology course 1 whereas the
standard nomenclature led to better performance tor judges lacking such
exposure. ·Thus, the layman's terms appeared to have a facilitating effect
only for those judges who already took a course in which basic psychological
concepts were covered.

The main effect for educational level was not

significant (?:. <1.0) 1 thus not supporting the prediction that judges at
higher educstional levels would attain more hits.
The results tor diagnostic categories were highly significant

Ct (4, 432)

~

loli. .23, E. <.001). Table 4 shows the means and standard

. deviations of hits for the wrious diagnostic categories. The highest mean
was found tor the normal category, and the lowest mean was found tor the
schizophrenic category.

Intermediate mean hits were found for the feeble-

minded, psyehonel.U"otic 1 and organic categories respectively.
Table 4_shows that the categories characterized by the lowest level of

-20diagnostic accuracy vere organic, schizophrenic 1 and psychoneurottc.

T'Ll.e

mean hits tor the organic and schizophrenic categories fell. below chance 1
while the mean hits for the psychoneurotic category barely exceeded chance
(1.20).

Table 5 shows the frequency distribUtions ot total judgments on

test protocols taken from patients falling into these three categories.
Table 5 is subdivided according to judges' level of exposure to psychology
and nomenclature used;

educational level

or

judges was not considered be-

cause of its failure to attain signtricance in previous analyses. An inspection ot Table 5 reveals that the normal alternative was used most
trequently

tor

all three types at patient protocols.

However, this tendency

was not as marked for the organic patients' protocols es for the schizophre·nic end neurotic patients' protocols. Across all three types
~

or

patient

protocols, the Judges exposed to coursevork in psychology relied less
heavily on the normal alternative and applied the "sick" categories more
readily.

The same group of judges used the schizophrenic and psychoneurotic

alternatives more frequently than judges unexposed to a psychology cotn"se.
4

Inspection ot. the marginal totals pre&el!ted in Table 5 also reveals that
Judges who used layman's tenis used the organic category much more then
judges who used standard diagnostic terms;. however, the judges using
atandard terms used the schizophrenic

ca~egory

considerably more.

!fable 2 also shovs that the interaction betveen diagnostic nomenclature X category was signtricant (!, (2, 54)

=7 .41, I?. ('.05).

Figure 2 is

a graph ot this interaction, and is based upon the means for the standard
vs. la)'Dlan's nomenclature groups for each diagnostic category, as presented

1n Tables 6-10. Figure 2 shows that judges who used layman's nanenclature
performed better on the organic and psychoneurot ic protocols.

Hovever,
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Table 3
Mean Total Hits by Levels of Education, Exposure to Psychology,
and Nomenclature
Standard Nomenclature
Vnexposed to Psych.

Exposed to Intro. Psych.

Educational Level

Mean

-SD

Mean

SD

HS Senior

9.10

2.55

9.20

2.57

Coll. Underclassman

a.10

2.50

9.60

2.54

Coll. Upperclassman

9.40

1.19

9.20

2.82

6.90

2.32

Coll. Underclassman

a.so

2.44

ll.lO

Coll. Upperclassman

8.60

2.05

10.00

Layman's Nomenclature
RS

Senior

Nate:

In the above table, a mean of

6.oo

=expected chance value.
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Figure 1
Graph of the Interaction between Exposure to Psychology X Diagnostic
Nauenclature

20

18
16

14
Mean
Hits

Lo:'t~"''.s

12

Ne /tt<.1'\(. && r (..

10

-----

- -S-f:4..,._.Q.c,_,.~

8

f'Jc~,..c.&+.....r.e..

6
4
2
0

Unexposed

Exposed to Intro. Psych.

Expostn"e to Psychology Cotn"sework

Note:

1n the above figure, a mean hits value of 6 on the

ordinate

=expected chance

value.
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3udges

who used

the la,men' s terminology- \Dlexpectedly performed worse than

the judges who used standard terms on the protocols taken from schizophrenic,

feeblem1nd.ed 1 end normal :Individuals.

Thus,. the variable o:f' diagnostic

nomenclature had differential effects for the individual diagnostic categories 1 although it did not emerge as a significant variable when all the

categories w-ere considered together.

Table

4

Mean Hits for Each Diagnostic Category'

Mean

§!?..

Range

Total (All Categories)

9.15

2.54

4-16

Organic

l.~

0.95

Feebleminded

2.38

1.35

Schizopbreni.c

0.74

0.89

Psychoneuratic

1.60

1.21

o- 4
o- 6
o- 4
o- 5

Normal

3.35'·

1.37

1- 6

Note:

In the above table, a mean

categories canbined 1 and 1.20 :

category.

ar 6.oo :: expected

expe~d

chance value tor all

cb.8.nce value for each individual

r·

,
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5

Table

Distribution ot Diagnoses ot Protocols Taken traa Organic, Schizophrenic, and Paycboneurotic Patient•

standard

Unexposed to PllJ'Ch•
0

s

0

26

12

F

28

8

Exposed 'to PllJ'Ch.

p

Total

0

s

p

Total

7

45

22

10

10

42

18

12

58

37

22

13

72

26

25

27

78

32.

32

30

94

p

40

28

29

97

47

43

40

130

H

55

82

95

232

46

74

87

207

Nanenclature

•

1.a,man'•
Nanenclature

Notes

0

34

23

28

85

44

18

12

74

F

40

29

15

84

42

19

11

72

s

28

12

8

48

26

24

10

60

p

20

32

47

99

24

48

66

138

N

53

85

80

218

44

68

82

194

In the above table, O

N : normal.

The rows

(o, s,

is

organic, F

=feebleminded,

S ::: schizophrenic, P

w

paychoneurotic, and

P) represent actual diagnose• ot patients, wile the columns

represent diagnoses made b7 the student judges.

(o,

1,

s,

P, B)
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Figure 2

Graph of Interaction between Diagnostic Nomenclature X Diagnostic Category

4.o
3.5
3.0
Mean

2.5
2.0
Lo..1~>s

Hits

-

Ne 1'1e)l.(.l.4:1::w.r<..

1.0

.""" ... ,

5bi,?1.J«,,.J
N.,1t1,,..'-R.,:4,.,

o.o
s

0

p

F

Diagnostic Category
Note:
S

in the above

= schizophrenic,

P

figure, O

=organic, F

=psychoneurotic

1

: feebleminded 1

N =normal. A mean

hits of 1.20 on the ordinate -:- expected chance value.

-27Although the interaction effects of educational level X diagnostic
category and exposure to psychology X diagnostic categor,y

di~

not attain

statistical significance (E, <.25), an inspection of Tables 6-10 reveals some
interesting findings.

Table 8 shows that within the schizopbrenic category,

the trend of the findings for educational level was exactly the OPPosite to
that predicted - i.e.,, the group mean hits decreased as the higher educational
levels of judges were reached.

Thus,, the highest group means were recorded

tor the high school judges 1 and the lowest group means were recorded for

the college upperclassmen. Although the other diagnostic categories were
characterized by failure of the educational variable to conform to predictions •
the reversal was most striking for the schizophrenic category.
Tables 1 and 3 in the Appendix show the mean diagnostic hits for the
additional groups of high school sophanores

tmexpos~d

to psy-chology course-

work and college upperclassmen exposed to a great deal of psychology coursework respectively.

Tables 2 and 4,, Appendix,, show the analyses of variance

tar these groups. It is interesting to note that the broadening of the edu-

.

cational range did not lead to any significant effects for this variable;
1n fact,, the '.[ratio for educational level remained below 1.

When the data

tor the additional group of psychologically sophisticated judges were considered 1 the means were 1n the predicted direction - i.e,, the judges having the
most exposure to the field attained the greatest number ot hits,, bttt this
trend was not signi:f'icant (:[ ( 2 1 54) '=" 2 .20,

:e ( .25) •

A canparison of the

college upperclassmen included in Tables 6-10 with their more psychologically
sophisticated peers presented in Table 3, Appendix, shows that judges having
more exposure to the field were more accurate in their diagnoses for every
diagnostic category except for organic.
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Table 6
Mean Hits on Organics' Protocols by IA!vels of Education, Exposure to Psycholog
and Nanenclature

standard Nomenclature
Unexposed to Psych.

Exposed to Intro. Psych.
Mean

!m.

1.00

.81

HS Senior

.90

!m.
.73

Coll. Underclassman

.90

.73

.50

.70

Coll. Upperclassman

.50

.52

••so

.91

HS Senior

1.20

1.03

1.33

Coll. Underclassman

1.10

.87

l.25

Coll. Upperclassman

1.30

.82

1.15

Educational IA!vel

Mean

La,man's Nomenclatm"e

Note:

In the above table 1 a mean ot 1.20 a expected chance value.

1
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7

~able

Mean Hits on Feeblemindeds' Protocols by levels of Education, Exposure to
Psychology1 and Nomenclature
Standard Nanenclature
Unexposed to Psych.

Exposed to Intro. Psych.

:Educational level

Mean

SD

-

Mean

~

HS Senior

2.70

1.15

2.40

1.17

Coll. Underclassman

2.00

1.15

3.70

1.56

Coll. Upi;>erclassman

2.90

.99

2.20

1.39

Ie.:yman's Nomenclature

HS Senior

2.00

Coll. Underclassman

Coll. Upperclassman

Note:

1.19

In the ab0ve table, a mean of 1.20

=expected chance value.
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Ta'ble 8

Mean Hits on Schizophrenics' Protocols b7 levels of F.clucation1 Exposure to
Ps;ycholog;r1 and Nanencl.attll"e

Standard Nomenclature
Unex:posed

Educational level

Mean

to Ps,.ch.
§B.

Exposed to Intro. Psych.

Mean

~

.Bo

.42

1.50

1.08

1.10

1.28

.60

.84

.82

.90

.99

.50

.90

.'73

Coll. Underclassman

.40

1.00

1.05

Coll. Upperclassman

.20

HS Senior
Coll. Underclassman
Coll. 'Upperclassman

.70

La,man' s Nanenclature

HS

Senior

Note :

In the above table 1 a mean ot 1.20

.67

= expected

chance value.
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Table

9

Mean Hits on Psychoneurotics' Protocols by Levels of Education., Exposure to

Ps,-chology, and Nomenclature
standard Nomenclature

Unex.posed to Psych.

Exposed to Intro. Psych.

Educational Level

Mean

~

Mean

§Q.

RS Senior

l.40

i.17

1.20

1.22

Coll. Underclassman

1.00

.91'.

1.10

1.44

Coll. Upperclassman

.80

.63

2.10

1.10

RS Senior

l.20

.78

2.00

1.05

Coll. Underclassman

2.40

1.26

2.20

1.47

Coll. Upperclassman

1.50

1.17

2.40

1.90

La.Jman' s Nomenclature

?late:

In the above table 1 a mean of 1.20

s

chance value •

•
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!able 10

Mean Hits on Normals' Protocols by '.U!vels of :Education, Exposure to
Psychology, and Nomenclature

Standard Nomenclature
Unexposed to Psych.

Exposed to Intro. Psych.

Educational Ievel

Mean

§Q.

Mean

~

HS Senior

3.30

l.49

3.10

1.19

Coll. Underclassman

3.70

l.49

Coll. Upperclassman

3.20

1.47

La,man' s Nanenclature

1.37

Coll. Underclassman

.94
.78

Coll. Upperclassman

l.95

l.50

RS Senior

Note:

In the above table, a mean of 1.20

l.26

:t

expected chance value.

-33Canparisona of
Clinicians.

~Diagnostic

Performances of student Judges

~Ph.D.

Tables 11 and l2 present canparisons between the diagnostic

performances of all the groups of nonprofessional student judges used in the
current study and a group of highly experienced clinical psychologists used
in a previous study (H1.mt & Walker 1 1962).
judged the

In that study1 the clinicians

same test protocols that were used as judgmBntal stimuli in the

current study.
Table 11 compares the performances of the student judges considered by

their degree of exposure to psychology coursework with the Ph.D. group.
One way comparisons are presented, with the five diagnostic categories con-

sidered together and separately. Table l2 presents similar cc.mparisons 1 with
the student judges considered by type of diagnostic nomenclature used.
camparisons presented in Tables 11 and 12

are

The

•

summed over educational levels,

since this variable failed to emerge as significant in any of the analyses
presented previously.

Ea.ch table is based on data tor 160 student judges;

this includes the 120 judges described earlier in the results section, as wel
as the two additional groups whose data appear in Appendix B.
In Table 11 1 significant differences between the means of the four sub-

groups differing in exposure to psycbologr were found for all categories canb:lned (! (3 1 169) :r 11.40 1 ;e,

<.01).

for the schizophrenic categor;r
psychoneurotic category (F (3,

Significant differences were also found

Ct_ (3, 169) = 17 .63 1 ;e. (.01)

<

169) • 4.44 1 ;e. .05).

and for the

The Schette Test of

the Contrast of the Differences between Means was applied to the means of the
grou;ps in the diagnostic categories mentioned above. For all categories canbined 1 differences between the cl:lnicians' means and all the other means were
significant (;e, <' .05).

In addition, the
I C>VOI A
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Table 11

Mean Hits by levels of Exposure to Psychology for the Entire Sample

Exposed

Ph.D.

Beyond Iixt;ro.

(f.:80)

Exposed to
Intro. Psych.
(!,=60)

(N:20)

(N :13)

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

All Categories

8.40

9.73

10.60

12.15 11.40H

Organic

0.98

1.10

0.90

1.15

0.32

Feebleminded

2.ll

2.66

2.70

3.00

3.11

Unexposed

-

-

F Ratio

.,

Sch1Zopbrenic

o.64

o.86

1.15

2.69 17.63**

Ps;ychoneurot ic

1.35

1.83

2.35

1.76

4.44*

Normal

3.24

3.31

.3.50

3.53

0.34

Note:

In the- above table, levels o! exposure to p~hology ot student judges

was considered while summing over the education.al level and nanenclature
Tariables.
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Table

12

Mean Hits by Type ot Diagnostic Nammclatu:re Used for the Entire Sample
La;yman's
Nanenclature
(N=80)

Ph.D.

!lanenclatu:re
(!_*80)

Mean

Mean

Mean

F Ratios

All Categories

9.08

9.28

12.15

7.91**

Organic

0.78

1.26

1.15

6.03**

Fee'blend.nded

2.51

2.26

3.00

1.91

Schizophrenic

0.94

o.64

2.69

25.74**

Psyehoneurotic

1.42

1.89

1.76

2:•.9a.

Normal

3.40

3.20

3.53

0.65

standard

**

(!,•13)

P( .01

!lote:

In the above table, tY.(;>es of nomenclature used by student judges were

considered while summing over the education.al level and exposure to psychologr variables.

Judgment.

•

The Ph.D. clinicians used only the standard set of terms for

-36-.
unexposed to psychology encl all groups of judges having more exposure were
significant as well.
For the schizophrenic category, the differences between the means of the
Ph.D·. group and all the student groups were signii'icant at the .05 level. For
.the psychoneurotic category, the dii'ference between the means ot the judges
unexposed to psychology and the judges exposed to advanced psycholoSY' courses
was significant · Cl?. ( .05) • Unexpectedly1 the mean of the judges exposed to
advanced coursework in psychology significantly exceeded the mean of the
Ph.D. clinicians for the psychoneurotic category alone.
In Table 12 1 significant d;lff'erences between the means of the groups

divided according to nomenclature used were found for all categories combined

Ct C2,170)

-:o

7 .91. l?. ( .01); the organic category Ct C2, 170)
'

and the schizophrenic category Ct C~, 170) -: 25.74,

.

it< .01).

=6.03, It ( .01);
It should be

noted that the Ph.D. group had used only the standard nomenclature, and should
be considered as a comparison group rather than another exPerimental group.
The Scheft'e Test of the Contrast of the Differences between Means was applied
to: the means for the diagnostic categories mentioned above. For all categories canbined 1 the differences between the means of the Ph.D. group and the
standard and la~sn' s nomenclature groups were significant (l?,

<.05).

For the

organic category considered alone, the differences between the means of .
judges using standard diagnostic nom!.ncl.ature and. the other two groups were
significant at the .05 level.
l~d

to poorer perf'o:rmance;

In this category, use of standard nomenclature

in addition, the mean of the clinicians was ex-

ceeded by the mean of the judges who used li~an' s nomenclature ,C "Brain
Damaged"). For the schizophrenic category1 the differences between the means
of the Ph.D. group and the other two groups were significant at the .01 level;

-37in this category, the professional judges' performance f'er outstripped that

ot the nonprofessionPls.
§u!nplar:r statistics !2!:, ~ Entire £'eper1mental Semple ..
Table 13 is a summary of the overall dia6nostic performance of all 160
student judges used in the current study.

This includes the 120 judges de-

scribed earlier in relation to the basic 3 x 2 x 2 x 5 design, es well as
the two additional groups of' judges whose data appear in Appendix B.

Table 1

•hows the total number of diagnostic judgments made by the judges, as well es
the hits telling within each category.

The table indicates that the most

frequently used categories also had the highest total of hits, as would be
expected (Schwartz, Hun:t & Welk.er, 1963). The normal category was used most
frequently and most accurately, while the organic and schizophrenic categor•
ies were used leest accurately and frequently. The psychoneurotic and feeble
minded categories ranked second and. third respectively in frequency of usage;
their ranks on judgmental accuracy were reversed.

.

Table 14 is a table of intercorrelations shoWing. the relationships
between judgmental accuracy within each diagnostic category end judgmental
accuracy within every other category.

In addition, the relationship between

judges' otis IQ, scores and their diagnostic accuracy by categories is also
•hown in Table 14. Among the separate diagnostic categories, the f'eebleminded category showed the highest coeff'icient of' correlation with hits
across all categories ccmbined (£.: .63). The lowest coef'f'icient of' correlation with total hits appeared tor the schizophrenic cetegory ( .30).

Inter-

mediate values ot coei"tieients of correlations with all categories appeared

tor the organic category ( .33), the normal category ( .41), and the psyehoneurotie category ( .52).

It should be noted that the correlations of' hits
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Table 13
Comparison at Total Judgments with Hits by Diagnostic Category tor the

Ba.tire Semple
Total Judgments

Normal

Hits

l.627

528

Ps;rchoneurotic

9o6

265

Feebleminded

891

382

Organic

675

163

Schizophrenic

533

126

Bo Choice

168
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'fable 14
Intercorrelations of Bits by Diagnostic Category tor the Entire Sample
Total

Organic

Feeble.

Scb.iz.

Neurotic

Organic

.33

Feeble.

.63

-.09

Schiz.

.30

-.01

.()Ji.

Neurotic

.52

.11.t.

.~

.05

Normal

.41

-.u

.11

-.15

-.16

Otis IQ

.o6

.09

-.02

.02

.05

'

?formal

.02

-40within individual categories with total hits may be spuriously high, since
~he

total score includes hits within each category alone.

The otis IQ scores

bad a low and positive coefficient of correlati0n with hits across all diagnostic categories ( .o6). Aside from hits across all categories, the highest
coefficient tor one category with another appeared between teebleminded and
normal

C!: =.17).

It should be noted that these are the two categories that

showed the highest values tor diagnostic accuracy es well.

CHAP.rER V
DISJUSSION

ot the variables investigated 1n this atud7, the exposure to psychology
varieble emerged as significant across the f'ive diagnostic categories.

When

diagnostic categories vere considered separately, the effects ot the exposure variable were 1n the predicted direction, except tor the organic cetegory.
The judges exposed to coursework in psychology attained more diagnostic hits
than judges having a comparable .amo'\mt of general education but lacking
psychology courses.

The educational. level of' the judges did not emerge as

a significant variable by itself or in combination with eny of the other
variables.

Therefore, one of' the major f'indings of' the study concerned the

greater importance of specific exposure to the field of' psychology as opposed
to general education as a variable affecting psychodiagnostic judgment.
The variable of' diagnostic nomenclature did not emerge as significant

f'or all the categories combined, but did have significant effects for several
of' the categories considered separately. Layman's jargon equivalents tor
diagnostic terms led to significantly better diagnostic performance on the
organic and psychoneurotic test protocols, as predicted.

However, it is

curious to note that the judges who used standard terminology judged the
protocols taken from f'eebleminded and schizophrenic patients more accurately
than judges who used

la~n's

terminology.

Since the student judges' per-

formance was at a relatively high level f'or the f'eebleminded category, the
findings my be interpreted ·as due to some prior familiarity with the basic

.JJ.2principles of :f'eeblemindedness or mental retardation.

The term "stupid"

ma7 bave merely added negative connotations to the judges' prior tamilierity,
end thus impeded their perf'onll81lce.

However, judges' performance on the

schizophrenic protocols was c0!1sistently

-poo.;

for ell groups except pro-

tessian.als and became even worse when the term "insane" was substituted tor
"schizophrenic."

It is interesting to note that the judges avoided the more

pathological categories when judging schizophrenic protocols.

The judgments

clustered in the normal category, despite the blatantly pathological flavor

at the protocols. This could indicate so.me reluctance on the part of nonmental health personnel to use pathological labels, even when appropriate.
This is in accord with the findings of other studies (McMahon, 1965;

Soskin,

.

1954). This apparent bias is reintorced by the reluctance of the groups at
reasonably intelligent students used as· judges in the current study to apply
•
even the label "insane," a term they are no doubt familiar with. It should
'

be noted, however 1 tbat the students exposed to psychology coUt'sework applied

.

the pathological labels more freel.1' 1 which also agrees with the research
mentioned above.
Another relevant finding was the significant interaction between noinenclature and exposlll"e to psychology. A facilitation effect did emerge for
laJm811' s nomenclatln'e 1 but only for those Judges having some expos'\ll"e to the

field.

Evidently, on the basis of the sample observed in this study, general

education does not give most la,nien the insight into psychopathology to
perform at a high level diagnostically, even when provided with a simpler and
more familiar terminology.
When the performance of the nonprofessional student judges was compared
with that of a highly sophisticated group of Ph.D. clinical psychologists,

..

-43the exi:ertise of the clinicians was reflected in the total hits messure
(across categories).

However, this was not the case within each diagnostic

category considered separately.

The clinicians manifested their poorest

performance on the protocols taken from orgal1ic patients, and were surpassed
b7 nonprofessionals within this categO?'J".

However, the low group means for

both professional and nonprofessional grou;ps reflect the difficulty ot the
category. When the total distribution ot judgments for the organic category
was presented for the student judges, it was found that the distribution was
split rather evenl7 smong the various alternatives.

This would indicate a

rather diffuse and nonspecific conception of the organic type.

This is con•

gruent with the experience ot many practicing clinicians, who have reported
that organically brain damaged patients often show symptoms typical ot several
dU'ferent types of patients (White, 1956, p. 440). For the teebleminded
category, the nonprofessionals did rela.tivel7 well and the clinicians did
slightly but not significantly better.

In regard to the psychoneurotic

category, the clinicians were surpassed by older undergraduates, having
extensive psychology coursework, in diagnosing this disorder.

The use ot

the label "nervous" in place of "psychoneurotic" also facilitated correct
diagnoses.

This agrees with Nunnally's finding that terms like "emotionally

immature" and "nervous" are easier for nonprofessionals to grasp and work witl:
than terms like "neurotic." A preponderance of normal judgments were also
given tor protocols taken from psychoneurotics 1 due possibly to the mild
nature ot the disturbance.

ot the individual diagnostic categories, the most noteworthy results
appeared with the schizophrenic category. First, as mentioned above, it
was characterized by an overall low level ot accuracy, with the jargon term

-44•insane" having en even more negative effect.

Second, it was the only cate-

gory that showed a decreasing pattern of diagnostic accuracy for more mature

j:wlgea - i.e., the oldest and most educated judges performed et the lowest
level, except tor the clinicians.

Third, it ·was the only category in which

the professional group clearly and aigni:ficantl.y manifested its superiority.

Among the nonprofessionals 1 exposure to psychology courses resulted in only

slightly better performance.

Thus, extensive clinical training had its

greatest impact on judgments of schizophrenic test responses.

In regard to the normal category, the highest .level of' diagnostic accuracy was found.

However, as was pointed out earlier, this category was

used more as a judgmental alternative than any other.

The student judges'

ttttraction to this category may have been a function of both lack of familiarity with the other categories, as well as to a reluctance to use them.

The

clinicians also manii'ested their best performance on normal protocols 1 but
the discrepancy between their performance on normal protocols 1 as opposed
to other categories, vas not nearly as great as tor the nonprofessionals.
When diagnostic performances within categories were intercorrelated tor
all the· nonprofessional judges, the resulting coefficients were generally
lov and positive.

No coefficient exceeded a value of' .17.

Thus, performance

within a given diagnostic categ01"7 appeared to be rather independent of'
performance within any other category.

The best single indicator of success

for the entire task was performance on feebleminded test protocols.

The

correlation between performance on this category and total hits vas .63,
although the total hits measure included hits on protocols taken from f'eebleminded patients 1 thus leading to a spuriously high coefficient.
As mentioned earlier 1 efforts were made to secure a sample of judges

---

-45of comparable intelligence. The IQ. range in the atudy was 98-130 •. Taking
thia restricting factor into account, it appears that intelligence as measured
b;r the otis paper and pencil test and performance on this particular diagnostic task are not highly related, given an averag~ or better IQ.

This is

_reflected in the low correlations between IQ. and diagnostic accuracy.

This

relationship is one that could be explored further :In succeeding studies.

.

-

Several directions for further research in this area can be suggested
on the basis of this study.

First, there is a need to further study the

psychodiagnostic abilities of nonprofessionals by using broader populations
and more extensive diagnostic

~terials.

No adults f'ran varying educational

and cultural backgrounds were tested 1n the CUl"rent study due to the prohi-

.

bitive 63l11Pling difficulties that this Would present. Yet, it would be

or

interest and Potential value to know the capabilities of the entire populace
:In this regard.

Second, a major finding of the cUITent study was that diagnostic accuracy is ·more highly related to exposure to psychology than to years of overall
education.' Future research might go further by examining the roles of different types of exposure to the field and comparing their influence. An interesting start in this direction was made by Goldberg (1968) 1 who studied the
role of feedback in clinical training.
Finally, more work might be done with the test materials taken from
schizophrenic pLtients. An intriguing question concerns the reasons for the
superiority of profession.al performance on this category, even when non.professicm.als- are given a

c~ce

to use more familiar terminology.

More inten-

sive analyses of schizophrenic ve~balizationa on tests might reveal why nonprof'essiOMl judges find it difficult to classify them.

CHAP.rm VI

SUMMARY
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of educational
level, exposlll"e to psychology, and diagnostic nomenclature on the judgment

ot psychopathology from vocabulary test protocols by nonprofessionals. Five
categories of psychopathology were used as judgmental alternatives. A

3 x 2 x 2 x 5 factorial design was used to test the effects ot these variables.
The educational levels were high school senior, college underclassman, and
college upperclassman.

The two levels ot exposure to psychology were 1.mex-

posed to any coursework and exposed to introductory psychology.

The two types

\

of nomenclature were the standard terms used by mental health professionals
and la;yman' a equivalent terms.

The five categories of psychopathology were

organic, feebleminded, schizophrenic, psychoneurotic, and a normal alternative•
A significant main et:tect tor the exposure to psychology across all
diagnostic categories was fol.md.

The performance of judges exposed to course-

work in psychology exceeded the performances of Judges lacking this exposure,
as predicted.
level variable.

However, no significant effects were fol.md tor the educational
This was true even when the educational range was broadened

to include a group of high school sophomores not exposed to psychology courses.

The diagnostic nomenclature variable was not significant by itself

as a main effect, but interactions between nomenclature x exposure to psychology and nomenclature x diagnostic category emerged that were at or near the
.05 confidence level.

In the first interaction, judges exposed to an intro-
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-47d uctory psychology course benetitcd more tran the use ot la:yman' s terminology
than Judges lacking this exposure.

In the second

interacti~,

la;ymen 1 s terms

helped the Judges classify the tests taken trom organic and psychoneurotic
patients more accurately, as predicted, but unexpectedly hindered them in
Judging the tests taken t"ran teebleminded and schizophrenic patients.
A group ot clinical psychologists who had Judged the

sam~

test protocols

in an earlier study showed superior perf ormence over the student Judges over
all diagnostic categories combined.

However, the student Judges exceeded the

clinicians on the protocols taken fraa organic and psychoneurotic patients.
The clin:f:cians showed their clearest superiority on the protocols taken
tram schizophrenics.

No group ot student Judges atta!Md a chance level of

performance for this category.

The students tended to avoid using the more
~

severel7 pathological alternatives tor Judgment, although the students who
had exposure to psychology coursework applied the sicker labels more freely.
Future lines of research might investigate the reasons tor the nonprofessionals' consistent avoidance of the use ot the "sick" categories such as "insane'.
other investigations in the future might also go further in clari:f'ying

the effects ot varied kinds ot exposure to the field ot psychology, since the
importance ot this variable emerged in the current study.

No adults nor

individuals tran varying cultural backgrotmds were used as Judges in this
study due to great sampling problems, but this could provide some leads tor
future studies.

The Judges in the current stud7 were chosen tran groups that were comparable in regard to intelligence (average or better). Within this limited
range,

~

as measured b7 a group paper and pencil test showed little rels-

tionship with the ability to diagnose psychopathology from test JIU'.lterials.
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Information Sheets., Instructions., and Data Shee;t 8 ,

Please till out the information on this page before" continuing with
the rest of the experiment.

Name

----------~------------------------------~

Age

Year in School

_______________,,________________~

Are you now taking., or have you ever taken a com-se in psychology?
I! so., please list the course or courses, indicating whether the7 were

high school or college level.

-53A
Instructions
We are presenting you with a number of 11ocabul.arJ' test responses.
On

each sheet,, you vill see the test word at the left and the definition

given by the subj.ect at the right.

These responses were taken from normal,,

psychoneuratic,, organic brain damaged,, schizophrenic,, and feebleminded in·
dividuals.

We are asking you to read each test and decide the kind ot patient

that produced it.

In other words,, classify each test according to whether\

the patient was N(ormal},, P(sychoneurotic},, O(rgenic},, S(chizophrenic},, or
F(eebleminded},, indicating your classification by placing the appropriate
c;apital letter in the space prorlded on the accompanying data sheet.
It you are not sure what all these terms mean,, just go ahead and do
the be st you can.
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TEST NUMBER
1
2

4
10
12

14
15

16

18
19
20

23
27
28
30

31
33

34

35
38

i.o
43

46

48

49
50
52
54
57
58

JUDGMENT (N, P, S 1 O, or F)

-55B

Instructions
We are presenting you ld.th a number of .vocabulary test responses.

On

each sheet, yau will see the test word at the le:rt and the definition given
by the subject at the right.

These responses were taken from normal, nervous,

brain d8!1:18ged 1 insane 1 and stupid individ"Uals.

We are asking you to read

each test and decide the kind of patient that produced it.

In other words 1

classify each test according to whether the patient was Mo (rmal) 1
Ne(rvous) 1 B(rain damaged), I(nsane) 1 or S(tu;pid) 1 indicating your classi~
fication by placing the appropriate capital letter in the space provided on
~he

accompSDJing data sheet.
It you are not sure what ell these terms mean, just go ahead end do

the best yau can.
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·~SHEET

TEST NUMBER

JUDGMENT (No, Ne, I, B, or S)

1

2

4
10
12

14

15
16

18

19
20

23
~

28

30

31
33

34
35
38
40
43

46
48

49
50

52
54
57
58

..
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II.

Test Protocols Used by Judges
1.

Winter

Organic

Season of year at which time weather is cold ••• snow and ice.
'

Repair

Repa1r ••• s;ystem we use to put things in order.

Breakfast

Breakfast is a meal ••• usually first meal of the day.

Fabric

Generally' produced into or rather is a cloth ••• can be made
frcm cotton, wool, and used tor clothing.

Slice

Slice ••• is action of cutting.

Assemble

Is action of putting things together.

Conceal

Conceal is a means by which we may hide things.

Enormous

Enormous can be anything as long as it is extremely large.

Hasten

Action word •••we are moving very quickly.

Sentence

Sentence ••• is a construction ot vords into a sensible pattern
so we can understand.

Regulate

Is means by which certain things are put in order.

Camnence

Commence ••• usually beginning of something.

Ponder

Ponder •••to think over •••to decide •

Cavern

Cavern ••• usually a large hole 1n the ground.

Designate

Is same as specifying something.

Domestic

Domestic can be used in several ways ••• can mean home ground

or associated with hane brew.
Consume

Something like eating ••• is using up of materials.

Terminate

Means the end

Obstruct

To get in way of ••• interfere
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---------------------------~------------------------------------------.
Remorse

Remorse equals sadness.

Sanctuary

Is a place ••• can be either for just thinking or a kind of place
ot quiet like a church, for example •

.

Matchless

Matchless •••means something not equal or •••no best word for it.

Reluctant

Reluctant ••• idea of not being willing to do something

Calamity

Disaster

Fortitude

Fortitude •••that's something like an inner strength.

Tranquil

Tranquil •••that's ver,r easy going.

Edit ice

F.ditice is a building.

Compassion

Concerned with

Tangible

Sanething we can see and touch.

Perimeter

Outer edge ot an object

Audacious

Sor ot like rowdy I think.

Ominous

Is spooky

Tira.de

Tirade is vecy loud expounding about something.

Encumber

Means to load up

Plagiarize

To cow

Impale

Like putting stick thru or something

Travesty

Don't lmow

What type:I don't lmow.

Something actus.lly there.

2. Feebleminded
Winter

When it's cold outside, snow 1 rain

Repair

Repair the houses and furnitures •••to remodel the stuff

Break.f'ast

When you eat

Fabric

I don •t know that one

\

-59Slice

I don't know that one.

Assemble

I don't know that one.

Conceal

I don't know that one.

Enormous

I don't know that one.

Hasten

I don't Im.ow that one.

sentence

I don't know that one •

Regulate

I used to know that 1 but I don't no more.

Commence

I used to know that, but I don't no more.

Ponder

I don't know that one •

Cavern

I don't know that one.

Designate

I used to know it 1 but not no more.

Domestic

It som:ids like Mexican.

I used to know some of those words,

but not no more.

Consume

· I don't know that OM •

Terminate

I used to know that 1 but I don't no more.

Obstruct

I f'orgot what that is.

Remorse

Means marking, ain't it T'

Sanctuary

I don't know.

!'.atchless

So\lllds like matches, ain't itT

Reluctant

Relax

Cal.amity

In a certain way 1 but I can't get the vord out.

Fortitude

I don't know that.

Tranquil

Something like a transverse •••that's what they call it.

Ed:lf ice

I don't know that one.

Compassion

I don't know that one •

Tangible

I don't know that one.

-60Perj,I):l~t~r

Tb.at' s another one that is nev to me.

Audacious

Audacious?

Ominous

Sounds like hominy, ain't it?

Tirade

Tirade?

Encumber

Income tax

Plagiarize

I don't know that one.

Impale

Somids like a pail of water to me.

Travesty

Traveling

Sounds like dishes to me.

Sounds like tire to me.

3. Schizophrenic
Winter

Winter is a season at the year. (?) Well, you have tour seasons, winter, summer, tall and spring.

Winter is the sea son

when the sun is furthest f'rom the earth and due to that feet
the earth is coldest.

Repair

Repair means to f'ix something.

To put into original condition.

Like 1t a radiator is broken you look into the top to see what
wa.s wrong.

.

I you're repairing your car--(patient tells a

long, very rapid story of how to repair an auto motor 1t it

isn't running right)
Breakfast

Breakfast is the meal ••• the first meal ot the day.

Fabric

Fabric is a form of cloth, usually tightly woven.

Slice

Slice means to cut up and eat in pieces.

Assemble

Assemble means to put together.

Conceal

Conceal means to hide something alt&Y so it's not noticed.

Hide

isn't good enough ••• like camouf'lage •••you camouflage a jeep
so it can't be noticed.

You've concealed it.

Same with a

-61tank you camouflage a tank so it can't be noticed. ·You've
concealed it.
Enormous

Enormous means large, out of proportion, amazon.

Hasten

To hurry

Sentence

Sentence ••• vhet kind of sentence 'l We 11, there• s a group of
W'Ords expressing a complete thought •••that's one kind of sen-

tence.
Regulate

Regulate means to edjust ••• just like a person can regulate
their surrol.mdings.

I'm not too sure that's correct.

could adjust . something mechanica.l.

You

That vould be regulated.

So adjust ••• seems to me it should be used only in the mechanical sense.

Commence

To begin, to start.

Ponder

Ponder means to reason oUt, to slowly go over ·in your brain •••
70u're at a standstill, just manentarily thinking.

Cavern

Cavern?

It's a. type of an undergrotm.d. eave.

Designate

When you designate something you point it out.

Domestic

Domestic means at home ••• domestic means home.

Consume

Consume means to use up •••vhen a person or en:f.ma 1 devours
something, it consumes it.

Or wear it out •••no, when yoµ

wear out a tie you say you consume it.

You wear it out.

Terminate

Terminate means time hes been used up. Termina.te e contract.

Obstruct

Obstruct means to stand in the way of.

Remorse

Sorrow •••feeling ot sorrow ( t)
is sorry.

Like a person vho' s remorseful

Either sorry tor something he's done, or if' you

kill someone he's sorry ••• he has a feeling of remorse.

-62Sanctuary

.A sanctuary is a pla.ce where you go to feel safe ••• like s

sanctuary in en army f'ort.
sanctuary.

People look for different kinds of

Some people want

-t:o get a·way f'rom the world -

tind.

sanctuary in that.
Matchless

Matchless, matchless, let's see ••• I'd say uneble to canpare.
(1)

It's something ••• like you had a rare type of' a flower,

it wouldn't canpare with another type of rare flower ••• it's

rare, it's matchless.
Reluctant

Reluctant, oh, that's a very good word ••• it's a feeling of'
•1 don't want" ••• like you could be reluctant to an idea.
Something like that leads to a lot ot trouble, so you're reluc•

tant ·to do that.
Calamity

I don't know. Well, wit a minute.

I think calamity would

be a series of emotions caused by a disturbing factor

or

unusual circumstance. That would be a calamity 1 I think 1 an
unusual circumstance would be' a reason behind it.
Fortitude

Fortitude.

Fortitude.

That's a good vord ••• f'ortitude ••• I

have no idea.
Tranquil

Tranquil is usually a good feeling.

Ed if'ice

F.dtf'ice • • .nope •

Ccmpassion

Compassion ••• compassion ••• is a feeling toward somebody or about
sanebody.

Tangible

Tangible ••• you could say this object is tangible.
•••JOU can say something is intangible.

ahould know that.

I'm a dummy.

•••no, it's too deep for me.

Let's see

I don't know.

I

Well, let's see 1 an arc-tangen •

-63Perimeter

Oh, a perimeter means the distance around an object.

Audacious

Audacious wouldn't that be •••vould that be a type ot a person,
audacious?

It vould be a person who jumps at another person,

fran the way it's used in a sentence.
Ominous

I don't know.

Tirade

I don't knov.

Encumber

Encumber vould be to surroi.md 1 enc1:1mber would be to completely
envelope, to surround.

Plagiarize

I don •t knov.

Impale

I know what impair means.

I don't knov.

Could be a lot of

things.
Travesty

I don't know.

Jr.. Psychoneurotic
Winter

That's a season when it changes from f'all to winter.

Repair

Well, it means U sanething is broken, you put it back in good
arder.

Break:fast

It's the first meal of the day when you arise ••• presently,
1n the a.m.

or manufactured

Fabric

Form

Slice

Usually means to cut something, like a slice of bread or ham.

cloth.

But 7ou can· slice vith a svord •

It could also mean a piece

•••like a piece of cake.
Assemble

It means to gather a bunch of components and assemble them

1n a numerical .order or the way they are supposed to be to
"i/

reach some end or finished product •

-64Conceal

It would mean to hide or put out;

~

sight •••either an object

or a verbal thing.
Enormous

.

Ah •••1t is a description of size in compariaon to something
else.

This building is enormous compared to me, but small

ccmipared to the Empire state Building.

Hasten

Tbat would mean to hurry up or to speed up some process in

motion.
Sentence

It's a word ••• a group of words to make an intelligent meaning
or betray a message •••to get across a message.

Regulate

That would be to put certain conditions on a thing or to control it so that it would can.form to a process or pattern.

Commence

It would be the beginning ••• in other words, you are· starting
something.

Ponder

It would be to wonder or think about something •••to give it

Cavern

That would be a •••usually a h\>le in the ground ••• a natural
eave ••• or it wouldn't have to be natural ••• you could build a
cavern.

Designate

That would be to appoint sanething or someone •••to make a
apecitic choice.

Domestic

That's ••• could be several things ••• a domestic animal that
bas learned to live in civilization. with mankind.

Consume

To use up in some manner or torm.

Terminate

That would be to end something or to bring a halt to someprocess.

Obstruct

It would be to end something or to bring a halt to some process

-65Remorse

Means to feel sorrow •••to have bad feelings over scinething

•• .not bad, but sorrowful.

SanctUBrY

Well, usually it is a place where you can go and feel secure.

Matchless

It means two things that aren 1t in harmonious conjunction.
'fhe7 don't match.

Reluctant

They're not the ssme thing.

It means you don't particularly want to do it.

You ere reluc-

tant to get out ot bed in the morning or you ere reluctant to ·
undertake to do something you don't feel is right.
Usually a form of disaster ••• something that has happened to

a person or a project that
Fortitude

h.8~

hurt him immensely.

What would be a form ot •• •you would say a person has fortitude
tt he bas convictions and sticks with them.

He goes all out

for his convictions.

Tranquil

That could be peace of mind ••• in other words you are not tied
up with emotional problems ot any kind.

You are just happy.

.

F.d.tt.ice

I'm not sure ••• I think it means explain.

Compassion.

It means you have feelings tor something or someone ••• s,mpathize with them.

Tangible

Well, that could be ••• something that is taligible could be
something possible. Actually1 that is not the correct defini-

t1cm.1 but I can't think

or

anything but a circle with a

tangent. Maybe that's it ••• it means come close and touch at
ane point.

Perimeter

That would be the distance arolmd a certain object or given
area.

Audacious

It would be two or three dimensional.

I don't know.

-66Ominous

I'm not sure ot that one either.

I laiow 'What it is·, but I

can •t think at it.
Tirade

That I don't know either.

I lmow it, but I can't think of it.

Encumber

It means to come across something I would imagine.

Plagiarize

Nope.

Impale

?rope •••couldn't give a good explanation

Travesty

No, too.

at it anyway.

5. Normal
Winter

Winter is the cold season at the year, which begins with the
llhortest day ot the year.

Repair

To correct breakdown defects and restore to operating condi-

tion.
Break:f'ast

The first meal of the day, eaten shortly after rising.

Fabric

Several meanings, one ot them is cloth. Another is any
materiality.

Slice

A canparatively thin f'lat pcrtion cut from a larger body
at material.

Assemble

Bring together, .collect.

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

Very large

Hasten

Speed

Sentence

A group of words expressing a complete thought.

Regulate

Control

Commence

Begin

Pender

To consider at length, to think caref'ul.ly and probably slowly.

Cavern

Cave

Designate

To point out and specify an individual, to naninate - Individ-

.

ual does not mean people onl7 •• .may mean things.
Domestic

Pertaining to the hane.

Consume

To use u;p or to eat.

Terminate

Complete 1 finish.

Obstruct

To interfere with.

Remorse

A feeling of' guilt mixed with sorrow.

&mctuary

A place of' saf'et7.

Matchless

Without equal, used in the sense of superior.

Reluctant

Preferring not to do -.sanething

Calamity

Disaster

Fortitude

Courage

Tranquil

Peaceful, serene

Edifice

An imposing structure ••• a structure 1 usuali,. imposing.

Canpassion

$,ympatey tor one who has difficulties.

Tangible

Subject to being touched, concrete.

Perimeter

Border

Audacious

Courageous in taking risks and trequenti,. in defying coriventiO?l

Ominous

Threatening

Tirade

An angry and ill-tempered speech.

Encumber

Burden

Plagiarize

To stealthe writings of' another •••to use without credit,

.

~

-to copy.

Impale

To pierce onto or through with a long narrow object.

-68Travest7

A distort ion, a •••turning from proper usage.

6.
Winter

?formal

Cold, snow, and have colds and sickness •••makes you think ot

vinter •••mainl7 that it's cold.
Repair

Fixing something that's broken.

Break:f'ast

First meal

Fabric

Clothing

Slice

A thin layer of just anything ••• oh, bread •••meat.

Assemble

Oh, let's see, well ••• just can't think what you say it is.

Conceal

To hide

Enormous

Large in proportion •• .J.arge in size I should say.

Hasten

H'IJ1TJ'

Sentence

A saying of some kind or e. ••• don't know ••• an expression to

express it, make a sentence out of it •••to write e. line about
something.
Regulate

To control

Commence

To start

Ponder

Think about.

Cavern

Sa:nething like a cave ••• in a mountain I guess ••• or a slight
indentation in a mountain.

Designate

To def :f.ne something

Domestic

Home life

Consume

To absorb something.

Terminate

Expire

Obstrw:t

To block

s~ething.

'·ML
Remor!:Je

Sadness

Well, let's see, I say it's like an institution or •ome sort •••
don't know directly how to say 1t ••• someth:lng like a chwch.

Matchless

Unlike

Reluctant

Oh, refuse

Calamity

A tragedy

Fm:titude

Sort ot ••• a strO!lghold.

Tranquil

Tranquil, that's like a ••• oh ••• like a medicine to increase
;rour physical feeling I guess.

Edif' ice

Edif'icet

Canpassion

Sort of a companionship I guess.

I don't know.

I don't know, something

1n those channels I guess.
Tangible

Oh ••• I know what I mean but I just can't seem to ••• oh, like

an interest,
Perimeter

just don't know how to describe it.

It's •••perimeter is like a ••• ah ••• s pyramid, a measure of

some sort.
Audacious

I don't know.

Ominous

Like an 1nterest1ng ••• oh 1 see ••• something interesting but
Ullbe lieva ble •

Tirade

I don't know.

Encumber

Oh, encumber ••• ! don't lmow.

Plagiarize

Don't know.

Impale

To disfigure or destroy something.

Travesty

I don't know.

-107. Normal
Winter

The cold season ot three months or there abouts.

Repair

To restore to former 1 better, .and normal condition.

Breakf'ast

The first meal after fasting, usually the first 1n the day.

Fabric

Either literally or f'igLn"atively, a basic formed or manuractured material

Sllce

A piece cut of'f of a larger whole, usually thin.

Assemble

To put together.

Conceal

To hide

Enormous

Ot unusually large size

~sten

To speed up or hurry.

Sentence

A gi:-oup of words expressing at least one consecutive thought •••

I'm sorry1 one complete thought.
Regulate

To govern.

Camnence

To begin.

Pander

To consider deeply with oneself'.

Cavern

A large 1 usually empty, cave or hole.

Designate

To single out for attention

Danestic

Pertaining to one's ••• bane.

Consume

To use

Terminate

To reach a bomdar;r or to end •••botmdary or goal •••no, botm•

up

.

or to burn.

clary.
Obstruct

To stand in the way

Remorse

Regi:-et

Sanctuaey

A place ot safety.

or 1

to block.

-71Matchless

Without peer.

Reluctant

Unwilling or not willingly.

Calamity

A major tragedy or misfortlme.

Fortitude

Courage, determination.

Tranquil

Calm, serene

Edifice

Any building, usually large or imposing.

Compassion

Sympathetic regard or lm.derstanding.

Tangible

Capable of being physically touched.

Perimeter

A complete boundary around outside edge.

Audacious

Bold

Ominous

Portentous

Tirade

An outburst of angry speech

Encumber

To hinder

Plagiarize

To steal works or ideas of another person.

Impale

Can't think of word I want •••to put on a skewer, to skewer

.

.

I guess.

Travest7

A mockery

8. Feebleminded
Winter

Cold weather

Repair

Fix up

Breakfast

To eat

Fabric

To wear

Slice

To cut

Assemble

Put together

-72Conceal

Bide

Enormous

Big

Basten

Rush

Sentence

~stion ••• question,

Regulate

Put together

Canmence

start

Ponder

Tap

Cavern

Got me on that

Designate

Distance

Domestic

variety

Consume

To order

Terminate

Distinguish

Obstruct

Destroy

Remorse

You got me on that.

Sanctuary

Sate ••• sate place, sanctUBrY' to hide.

Matchless

Like they match something,

.

to write a sentence.

~d

it ain't the right match.

That's what they call matchless.
Reluctant

Like you buy something, and it's high priced.

That's what

the7 call reluctant ••valuable.

Calamity

~

Fortitude

Just like a tort •••fortitude.

Tranquil

You got me there.

Edifice

Editice1

Compassion

Compassion?

incident ••• just an incident • .most anything.

You got me there.

Something like a ••• something like is going to

happen in your life and it happens.

canpassion.

That's what you call

-73T8 ngible

Tangible1

Go to buy saneth:lng, and it's precious.

That's

tangible.
Perimeter

You

Audacious

You got me there.

Ominous

Sanething like happened a long time ago.

got me there.

That's what you call

ominous.

Ttrade

You

Encumber

You got me there.

Plagiarize

You

Impale

Like ;you're sick or something, and you got imPale.

Travesty

You

got me there.

got me there.

got me.

9. Organic
Winter

Snow

Repair

Fix

Breakfast

Each chow

Fabric

Linen

Slice

Cut in two

Assemble

Put together

Conceal

Ride

Enormous

A lot ••• a tremendous amount.

Hasten

~uiet

Sentence

Period ••• period is at the end of a sentence.

Regulate

Take care

Camnence

Start

-74Ponder

Do something

Cavern

I hide cavern ••• I hide in a cavern ••• go in.

Designate

Means

Danestic

I don't know.

Consume

Take it all

Terminate

All done

Obstruct

Take apart

Remorse

I don't know.

Sanctuary

Church

Matchless

OnJ.,-••• only one like it •

Reluctant

I don't know.

Calamity

Onl7 one like it.

Fortitude

I don •t know.

Tranquil

I don •t know.

Edifice

I don't know.

Compassion

something

· Some days we feel canpassion •.•• good.

Tangible

I don't know.

Perimeter

I don't know.

Audacious

I don't know.

Ominous

A tremendous amol.m.t

Tirade

I don't know.

Encumber

I don't know.

Plagiarize

I don't know.

Impale

I feel impaled •••bad.

Travesty

I don't know.

-7510.
Winter

Schizophrenic

Winter is a season of the ;year. (?)

It's the cold season

at the ;year.
Repair

Repair means to return to original condition.

Breakf'ast

Means to break the :fast of the night ••• I know 1 I've taken
this test before.

Fabric

That one strikes as being a little tough ••• a :fabric is a
woven material.

Slice

Slice? Means to cut through.

Assemble

To put together.

Conceal

• To cover or hide.

Enormous

large

Hasten

To speed

Sentence

Sentence is a statement. (t) That doesn't mean prison sentence,
does itt Well, that's a little tough - to a grammarian a
sentence is a complete statement.

Regulate

To control.

Commence

To begin

Ponder

Think

Cavern

Cave

Designate

Name

Domestic

Domesticate (no, domestic)

Oh 1 domestic means pertain:lriS to

the household.
Consume

Consume? To ••• in one wy to eat •••has a broader meaning
than that.

To use up.

-76Terminate

To end

Obstruct

To stop { t) Well by putting something in the way of.

Remorse

Regret

Sanctuar,y

Refuge •••wait, is that correct?

Retreat, I think would be a

better word for sanctuary.
Matchless

Unequalled or unequal, I should say.

Reluctant

Umrilling

Calamity

Catastrophe

Fortitude

strength {?) Well, it does involve bravery, generally.

strengt ~

of condition is probably what you're fishing tor.
Tranquil

Quiet

Edifice

structure

Compassion

Pity

Tangible

Real (?) Tangible?

Something that is tangible is something

which has observable and measl.n"able quantity or quality.
Perimeter

Rim or circumference

Audacious

Bold

Ominous

Scary.

Tirade

Only word I can think of is rant.

Must be a better way of

putting it than that.

Encumber

To burden.

Plagiarize

steal(?) It's used to ••• in reference to stealing of ••• to
use or to take the written material of somel;)ody without
giving him credit for it.

Impale

Impale?

Tb.at means to pierce ••• I believe to pierce on someth:lni:

solid or immobile.

-77Travesty

Comedy (t) That isn't too complete., is it? Th.at is, well,
it's a comedy of tragic mistakes.

11.

Organic

Winter

Season •••the fact that it's cold.

R~pa.;lr

Fix

Breakfast

To eat

Fabric

Cloth ••• could be a metal fabric too.

Slice

To cut

Assemble

Congregate

Conceal

.

To hide

Enormous

Exceptionally large

Hasten

To hurry

Sentence

A canplete meaning of what you're saying ••• has to have a notm
and a verb.

Regulate

To meter

Camnence

Begin

Ponder

To weigh one thing against another

Cavern

Undergrotmd removal by water of lime deposits.

Designate

Point out

Danestic

Animals and hw.an beings being tamed •••that's a fmmy one.

Consume

Eating ••• could mean reading a book or consuming things with

our senses.
Terminate

The end

Obstruct

To block
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Sorrow over something that's happened.

Sanctuary

Give a place of freedom or rest ••• India is a -sanctuary for

Tibetans now.
Matchless

Incomparable

Reluctant

Hesitant·

Calam::!"ty

A particular turmoil •••for example 1 an earthquake 1 a fire 1 etc.

Fortitude

Courage to carry on.

Tranquil

Soothing the senses

Edifice

The front of a building is considered an edifice.

Compassion

Feeling for others.

Tangible

Can be used ••• a pencil and paper to some people is tangible.

Perimeter

Outer measurement of

Audacious

A person 'W'ho doesn't stop and

~

particular area.
th~

what he's doing ••• steps

on sanebody' s toes.

Ominous

I'd guess et ••• unknown, or abvious ••• it could be either.

Tirade

Politician's line ••• used to in!-press or cause fear.

Encumber

To meet.

Plagiarize

Use somebody else's writing ••take it and give it as your own.

Impale

Can impale yourself on a picket fence if you tall on it •••
stick yourself or knights of old used a lance to impale a

person.
Travesty

Don't know •• .might be trespassing mentally or physically.

12. Schizophrenic

Winter

Cold weather

Remorse

Sorrow

Repair

Fix something up

Sanctuary

Abode

Breakrast

Morning meal

Matchless

Unique

Fabric

Cloth

Reluctant

Unwilling

Slice

A strip

Calamity

Catastrophe

Assemble

Assign

Fortitude

Enduring

Conceal

Hide

Tranquil

Peaceful

Enormous

Great

F.difice

Building

Hasten

"uicken

Compassion

Understanding

Sentence

An expression

Tangible

Within reach

Regulate

Control

Perimeter

Surrounding

Com:nence

Begin

Audacious

I don't know

Ponder

Wonder - think

Ominous

Endangering

Cavern

Cave

T.1.rade

I don't know

Designate

Point out

Encumber

To hinder

Domestic

U>cal

Plagiarize

I don't know

Consume

F.at

Impale

To push

Terminate

End

Travesty

A trespass

Obstruct

Block

---

-8013. Psychoneurotic
Winter

Well,, winter 1 of course 1 pertains to cold weather 1 ice and
anow •••temperature is above ngrmal.

Repair

Repair is to make en adjustment on something that has beBn

broken
Breakfast

Breakfast means food. that you partake at the beginning of each
da;y.

Fabric

Fabric is a piece of material.

Slice

To slice is welr••• if' ;you need several cuts of meat, ;you have
to slice it 1 :In other words 1 to cut.

~ssemble

To assemble •••that is something you put together.

Conceal

Conceal is something to hide.

Enormous

Enormous is something big 1 oversize.

Hasten

Hurry something ••• in other words f'ast pace.

Sentence

Sentence is something that ••• it can refer to jail sentence

,.

.

or sentence that can be written.
Regulate

Time element.

Commence

To start

Ponder

Ponder is to •••well, when ;you say ponder ;your thoughts, ;you
hesitate ;your thoughts.

Cavern

Cavern is something like part of a ravine, a cave, an opening.

Designate

Designate is to pick from.

Domestic

Danestic is,, well, pertaining to houseware, perhaps, or animal lif'e 1 help.

Consume

To consume is to buy1 to take in.

Terminate

!Dss of job 1 perhaps

Obstruct

To •••to obstruct ••• in other words to destroy.

Remorse

Remorse is, well, kiri.d of down. in dumps •••well 1 brood ;you
might

Sanctwu-y

say.

Sanctuary is, well 1 where you place yourself ••• a place where
;rou are alone.

Matchless

Matchless is something you don't match up ••• it doesn't match.

Reluctant

Against

Cal.amity

Let's see, calamity ••• somebody ••• I can't explain it ••• jolly
•••Calamity Jane.

Fortitude

Someone 1 perhaps 1 might bave ambition, perhaps

Tranquil

Tranqu11 •••wel1 1 let's see ••• tranquil ••• I'll by-pass that one.

Editice

This one too ••• I'm not familiar with the termination.

Canpassion

Say without atfection perhaps

Tangible

Someone that is reliable 1 capable ••• something that stands

Perimeter

I don't know.

Audacious

I don't know.

Ominous

o••• I

,,

I

see ••• Q:ninous ••• I can't get that one either at the

moment.

Tirade

Tirade ••• somebody naughty •••or opposite of someone good or
'fine.

don't la:low.

Enc1l1Jlber

I

Plagiarize

I don't know.

Impale

I don •t know.

Travesty

I don't Imow.

I've never come in contact with the last four._

I can't recallever·using these words.
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14. Normal
Winter

It's a •• .name for a season.

Repair

Repair is to tix or mend.

Breakfast

It's the morning meal

Fabric

Well, that would be cloth, material.

Slice

Slice could be to cut or a part of, such as, a slice of cake.

Assemble

Put together

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

That would be something large.

Hasten

Hasten. That's to go faster.

Sentence

That could be a

gro~

of words or it could also be ••• such as,

:In court a sentence would be 'a debt to be paid.

Regulate

Well, tha.t is to change or control.

Camnence

That's to start

Ponder

That would be to think.

Cavern

That would be a large undergromd cave.

Design.a.ti'!

Designate ••• appoint or ••• let's see ••• I imagine ascertain
would be about the same.

Danestic

Ah •••referring to animals that would be tame.

CansUDle

Well, that would be to eat or fire would destroy ••• consume it.

Terminate

That's to end.

Obstruct

That would be an obstacle •• to place an obstacle is to obstruct.

Remorse

Sadness.

Sanctuary

That would be a holy place or a place of shelter.

Matchless

In athletics it could be unbeatable.

Pertaining to two

objects, it could be •••wcll, only one or an original.

-83Reluctant

Unwilling

Calamity

Misfortmie

Fortitude

8tatmehness

Tranquil

Calm

Edif'ice

I'm not sure about that one.

Compassion

Pit7

Tangible

That would be probable or •••believable.

Perimeter

The outer area of' a circumf'erence.

Audacious

I'm not sure.

Ominous

To be lmknown

Tirade

I don •t know that one.

Encumber

I believe that 1 s to hin.der.

Plagiarize

I don't know that one.

Impale

I don't know.

Travesty

That would be pain.

•

15. Feebleminded
Winter

Means cold days or snov, cold weather, wind

Repair

Repair ••• if' you want to go out, you get all repaired tor it.

Breakf'ast

When ;you get up 1n the morning, you eat your breakfast before

10u got to work.
Fabric

Fabric ••• you got me on that ane.

Slice

Oh, this means like you're slicing meat.

Slice it 1n two.

Or slice your finger with a knife.
Assemble

Assemble?

What you put over your finger when you sew to

-84to keep

:f'rom

sticking ;yourself'.

Conceal

Like seal

Enormous

Enormous? You got me on tha.t one.

Hasten

I don't know about that one either.

Sentence

Like vhen you're writing a letter and you cut something out

up

a box to send out •••tape up a package to mail.

and put something else in place of it.

Regulate

Regulate? Keep something go:tng ••• like a motor.

Commence

Commence? I don't

Ponder

Potmd

Cavern

Like a cabinet to put books in

Designate

I don't know.

Domestic

I don't knov that one"either.

Consume

I don •t knov that one either.

Terminate

I don't know•

Obst:ruct

Like a ••• let's see ••• to make a small job out of a big job.

Remorse

Don't knov.

Sanctuary

Don't know.

Matchless

Match something together •••make it look the same.

Reluctant

Don't lmov.

Calemit;y

Don't know.

Fortitude

Like afford a check and ;your name.

Tranquil

Don't know.

Edifice

Don't know.

Compassion

Don't knov.

Tangible

Don't know.

Perimeter

Don't know.

know

about that one. You got me on that

something in •••nail and hammer.

•

one~
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Don't know.

Ominous

Don't· know.

Tirade

Don't know.

Encumber

Don't lmow.

Plagiarize

Don •t know.

Impale

Don't know.

Travesty

. Don't lmow.

16. Psychonem-otic
Winter

It is a season ot the year.

Reptir

To rebuild •••tix.

Breakfast

Breakfast is the f'irst meal of'· the day •••means you• re breaking a fast.

Fabric

Fabric is a type of' material.

Slice

To cut

Assemble

To put together

Conceal

To hide

Enormous

A large amomit

Hasten

To quicken

Sentence

A volume of' words.

Regulate

To adjust or to •••adjust

Commence

To begin

Ponder

To think about

Cavern

Cavern ••• it's an o:pening

. Designate
Domestic

Select

.Homelike •••dealing with the home.

-86Consume

To take upon

Terminate

To end

Obstruct

To be 1n the way of.

Remorse

Regret

Sanctuar;y

Privacy

Matchless

Matchless ••• oh 1 gosh, I got the word and can't think of it •••
can't be duplicated.

Reluctant

Unwilling

Calamity

Disaster

Fortitude

Greatness

Tranquil

Equalize

Editice

Opening

Compassion

Compassion •••understanding.

Tangible

Lead1D8

Perimeter

I know what it means but I can •t put it in words ••• perimeter

••• something· to look up to ....that's not right.
Audacious

Audacious ••• audacious ••• great ••• strong.

Ominous

Deadl;y

Tirade

Rage

Encumber

To come

Plagiarize

Got me

Impale

To stick something

Travest;r

Got me

~

on
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17. Feebleminded
Winter

Cold weather

Repair

Repair turniture •••fix'em up •

Breakfast

Eat

Fabric

Put the tan together

Slice

Slice meat ••• make a sandwich of it.

Assemble

Use it on J'OUl" finger

Conceal

You conceal an envelope or anything. Then mail it out.

Enormous

Your temperature is normal and right.

Hasten

People bates you and you hates them.

Sentence

I don •t know.

Regulate

You can regulate a watch. Make it run.

Commence

Pay attention

Ponder

I don •t know much about that one.

Cavern

Wooden cabin

Designate

You aggravate me too much.

Domestic

Send a message to somebody.

Consume

Like you consume fast

Terminate

I don't know much about that.

Obstruct

You strike something.

Remorse

I don't know much about that.

Sanct'U8.r1'

I don't know what that one is.

Matchless

Matchbooks

Reluctant

Civilized

Calamity

Naps

-88Fortit~~e

I don't lmov about that one.

Tranquil..

On the .,radio

Edttice

I don •t lmov about that one.

Compassion

People are passing by too much.

Tangible

That' a an orange.

Perimeter

I don't lmov about that.

Aud,acious

I don't know about that one either.

Ominous

You harm somebody

Tirade

I don't know.

Encumber

I don't know.

Plagiarize

Play

;rmpale

Your face looks pe.l.e.

Travesty

Your•e going to tra"V'el somewhere.

18. Normal

Wiitter

It means a cold season, snow,

Repair

Restore, tix, put :ln operation•

Breakfast

It's the first meal of the day.

Fabric

It' a aomething clothes are made ot.

Slice

To cut something.

Assemble

To put together

Conceal

To hide

Enormous

large, huge

Hasten

Hurry

Sentence

That' a a complete thought.

Regulate

Control

-89Commence

Begin I guess.

Ponder

That's kind of to wonder like.

Cavern

A cave

Designate

To point out.

Domestic

It means to civilize, to tame down.

Consume

To use something

Terminate

To end

Obstruct

stop

Remorse

I don't know that one.

~netwiry

I've heard of a sanctuary as a place vb.ere birds and things
are kept;.

:Matchless

That' a something you .can't compare.

Reluctant

To hold back

Ca1amit7

I don't know that one.

.Fortitude

I don't know that one either •

Tranquil

I don •t reall7 know that one •.

Ed.if ice

I don't lmow that one either.

Compassion

I don't lmow.

Tangible

I don't know.

Perimeter

The outside ot something.

Audacious

I don't know•

Ominous

I don't lmov that either

Tirade

I don't· mow.

Encumber

To load down something.

Plagiarize

I don't know.

Impale

That I don't know.

-90Travesty

I don't know.

19. Schizophrenic
Winter

A season

Repair

To fix

Breakfast

A meal of' the day.

Fabric

A texture •••a piece of cloth.

Slice

A piece •••a certain amount.

Assemble

Put together

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

Great amount

Hasten

Quicken or hurry

Sentel:1,ce

Verb plus subject.

Regulate

To organize

Commence

Begin

Ponder

Look over

Cavern

Cave

Designate

Point out

Domestic

General

Consume

Take 1n

Terminate

End

Obstruct

To stand in way.

Remorse

Regretful

Sanctuary

Help

Matchless

You can't come up to sanething.
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I don't know.

Calamity

Disturbance

Fortitude

Patience

Tranquil

D1sturbance

Editice

Point out

Compassion

A liking tor

Tangible

You can see it.

Perimeter

A form ot measurement.

Audacious

Audible

Ominous

stands out

Tirade

Enough

Encumber

Put together

Plagiarize

I don't lmov.

Impale

I don't know.

Travesty

I don 1 t know.

20.

Normal

Winter

It's a time or a season.

Repair

Fix

Breakfast

First meal ot the day.

Fabric

Material

Slice

Cut

Assemble

Put together

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

Big

-92Hasten

Speed up

Sentence

A group of words

Regulate

Control

Commence

Begin

Ponder

Think

cavern

A eave

Designate

Specify

Domestic

Danestic ••• domestic ••• clean.

Consume

Consume •••to eat.

Term::tnate

End

Obstruct

Stop

Remorse

Sorrow

Sanctuary

Well, saf'et;y

Matchless

Matchless •••that•s •••not the same.

Reluctant

Hesitant

Calamity

Disaster

Fortitude

strength

Tranquil

Stop, no ••• offset something.

Edifice

That I don't know.

Compassion

Feeling

Tangible

Able to grasp.

Perimeter

Distance around.

Audacious

Audacious ••• I 1 11 have to pass

Ominous

Bad

Tirade

Temper

Encumber

Liens or something like that I imagine.

-93Plagiar.1ze

steal

Impale.

Beg •••no, ask.

Travesty

Farce

21.

Psy"choneurotic

Winter

The cold season of the year.

Repair

Fix

Breakfast

Meal on arising

Fabric

Material

Slice

Section

Assemble

Gather

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

large

Hasten

Rurr,y

Sentence

Does·. that have to be answered in one wordt A conr.plete
statement gremm.atically.

Regulate

Control

Commence

Beginning

Ponder

Think

Cavern

Cave

Designate

Indicate

Domestic

Homelike

Consume

F.at

Terminate

End

Obstruct

.Dam

Remorse

Sorrow

Banet ue.r;y

Holy place

Matchless

I have the word ••• I can't get it.

It won't come •••without

compsrison ••• incomparable.
Reluctant

Undesirous

Calamity

Tragedy

Fortitude

strength

Tranquil

Quiet

Edifice

Building

Compassion

Feeling for is all I can think of.

Tangible

Perceptible

Perimeter

Circumference ••• area .-. .distance around

Audacious

Bold

Ominous

Th'reatening

Tirade

Angry speech

Encumber

Hinder

Plagiarize

steal

Impale

To fasten to a stake ••• on a stake

Travesty

I know what it means, but I can't think of it ••• a travesty

ot justice, tor instance. I can use the word, but I can't
define it the way it should be.
22.

Feebleminded

Winter

A season where it gets cold ••• snow comes, sleet, storms.

Repair

To fix something

Breakfast

Well, you eat break:i"ast in the ·morning when you get up out of
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mow.

Fabric

I don 1 t

Slice

Slice meat, bread

Assemble

You assemble something or that.

Conceal

It means if a letter or package isn't sealed, 70U have to

conceal it over.
Enormous

I don't know.

Hasten

Basten? Y0 u aren't supposed to waste something.

Sentence

When a man commits ml.ll"der, he goes up and the judge sentences
him to 20 years or lite in prison.

Regulate

To regulate the thermometer or that.

Commence

I don't know.

Ponder

A ponder is a man that is fixin something or building a house.

Cavern

A place where you go to drink beer ••• it sotmds like it.

Designate

I don •t mow.

Domestic

I don't know.

Consume

You are so panicked that you want to be consumed.

Terminate

Terminate? A man is a terminator ••• he goes and kills bugs
and stuf'f like that.

·Obstruct

A construct is making blueprints or stuff like that.

Remorse

Remorse?

I don't lmow.

Sanctuary

Sanitary•••milk, dietary or something like that.

Matchless

You don't have no matches.

Reluctant

I don't know.

Calamity

That's a word that means :runny, silly ••• like Calamity Jane.

Fortitude

A tube is something you are not supposed to touch.

..

!

-96Tranquil

Tranquil t

Edifice

Edifice1 You're not supposed to hit anybody with your fist

I don't Im.ow.

or that.
Canpassion

When you go to church, the statues are covered •••the compassion

baa come.

Tqiblt!t In other words, tangerine is a fruit.
Perimeter

Per1meter1

I don't know.

Audacious

Audacious1

I don't know.

Ominous

Ominous1 That 1 s a story on TV.

Tirade

Trade! Tirade! Well, in other words, you want to trade or
i f you

donlt want to you don't have to.

m •••he 1 s

Encumber

Encumber? Well 1 a man comes

Plagiarize

Plagiarize! Plagiarize the milk or food.

Impale

Impale? Well, when a guy is aick he is impale.

Travesty

A man who traVt!ls an over the world.

a new incomer.

23. Psychoneurotic
Winter

A season

Repair

To •••well, repair is to fix something that is broken.

Breakf'ast

It 1 s usuall7 the first meal ot the da7 and it refers to
breaking the tast of the night.

Fabric

Fabric is a cloth.

Slice

That's a portion ot a larger object.

Assemble

P\rt together the canponents of a machine.

Conceal

Hide trom view.

Enormous

Very large

Hasten

~ui-ckening

Sentence

It' a a group of vords expressing a complete thought.

Regulate

Adjust or control.

Commence

start

Ponder

Think deepl:r

cavern

A h6le in a hill or a hole in the earth.

Desigo.ate

Point out.

Domestic

Generally refers to something that would be associated with
civilization.

Consume

Take in or absorb.

Terminate

Bring to an end.

Obstruct

Well, this is ambiguous •••obstruct would be to get in the
way of or put in the wa:r of• ·

Remorse

Deep regret
\

A•••privileged place ••• some place to hide.
Matchless

Cannot be duplicated.

Reluctant

Well •••prefer not to or hesitate to do something.

Calamit:r

Well, some catastrophe or some bad happening.

Fortitude

Determination over a period of time.

Tranquil

~uiet

Ed.if ice

Oho •• something

like a structure or a statue pertaining to

•omething.
Compassion

Sympathy or forgiveness.

Tangible

Touchable or visible object.

Perimeter

Outer edges of anything.

Audacious

Oh ••• sass:r

or.~.I'm

searching for a word and can't think o.f

-98it •••a sassy1 bellige1;"ent attitude.
Ominous

Something threatening or frightening.

Tirade

Usually a loud, hostile verba~ spanking so to speak.

Encumber

Oh ••• imburden or constrict or hold back.

Plagiarize

Oh •••refers to scandalous sayings.

Impale

Well, this would refer to ••• stick onto •••referring to a person

it would mean to stick a lmif'e in tbeit stomach or something
like that.
Travesty

Well, this would be a misuse of' another person, place, or
thing ••• and avoiding the issue.

24.

Scliizopbrenic

Winter

Cold

Repair

Fix

Breakf'ast

Eat •• .morning meal.

Fabric

Cloth

Slice

Piece

Assemble

Put together

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

Large emomt

Hasten

To hurry

Sentence

Putting group of words together.

Regulate

To level something ott.

Commence

start

Ponder

I don't know how ;you'd use that •

-99Cavern

I don't know.

Designate

Distance

Domestic

Domestic atfairs ••• personel affairs.

·consume

Large ammmt

Terminate

To termine.te a distance

Obstruct

Skip it

Remorse

I don't know.

Sanctuar:r

I don't know just how I'd use 1t.

Matchless

Something, you couldn't mistake it.

Reluctant

Reluctant to idea, ar rules

Calamit:r

Something 'Im.usual

:&'ortitude

Fortitude the amo'l.m.t.

Tranquil

I don't know. We get tranquilizers to change I guess.

Edifice

I don't know.

Compassion

I don't know.

TaDgible

Something that's, ah, it's a 1<,angible item.

Perimeter

Certain kind of measurements.

Audacious

No

Ominous

I used it lots of time ••• I don't know.

Tirade

I don't know.

Encumber

I don't know.

Plagiarize

I don't know.

Impale

I don't know.

Travest:r

I don •t know.
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25. Organic
Winter

Cold

Repair

Well ••• if' anything is broken,

Breakfast

Food

Fabric

Clothes

Slice

Bread

Assemble

Puzzle •••you can assemble a puzzle.

Conceal

It means you' re hiding something.

Enormous

Big

Hasten

Wait

Sentence

What kind of' sentence? Sentence to a prison.

Regulate

Regulate the heater

Commence

Firing ••• in the army.

Ponder

Pondering arouna •••doing nothing.

Cavern

That's a place in.the molDltaina where they have a cavern at.

~u tiX

it.

No, it's not that either. Where they have a place built.

Designate

I don't know.

Domestic

Domestic •••a

Consume

I don't know.

Terminate

Terminate? You got a dictionary?

Obstruct

Obstruct?

Remorse

I don't know what that means.

Sanctuary

Put away••• like 1n a casket.

Matchless

Fire

Reluctant

I don't know.

f'igur~ ••• art.

I don't know.

In what manner are you using it?
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Cal.amity

I don't lmow.

Fortitude

Fortitudet

Tranquil

How do you spell that?

Edifice

I haven't ••• I don't know.

Compassion

I've heard the word, but I don't know what it means.

· Tangible

I don't know.
I don't know.

Basbful.i

I don't know.

Perimeter

I don't know.

Audacious

Some kind of religion?

Ominous

The opposite

Tirade

I don't knov.

Encumber

I don't know.

Plagiarize

I don't know.

Impale

I don't know.

Travesty

I don't kn.ow.

26. Feebleminded
Winter

Winter is a ••• like there is snow and that ••• like cold weather.

Repair

Repair •••there is a man repairing •••tixing the door.

Breakfast

Break:fast ••• a person got through with his breakfast ••• like it
It eat my breakfast in the morning before I go to work

Fabric

I don't know fabric.

Slice

Like ••• I slice the meat and that.

Assemble

A thimble ••• put a thimble on your finger and sev buttons and
that.

Conceal

Conceal?

Enormous

I don't

I don't know that one.

know.

··Hasten

Ha&ten'l

I don't know.

Sentence

A sentence'l I don't know.

Regulate

Regulate'l

If the furnace ain't work!ns, ;you regulate the stove

Commence

Commence?

I don't know.

Ponder

Ponder'l

Ca-vem

A cabtn ••• I don't kn0tr.

Design.ate

Designate'l

Domestic

No.

Consume

I don't know.

Terminate

I don't know.

Obstruct

Obstruct?

Remorse

Remorse!

Sanctuary

Sanctuary!

I don't know.

Matchless

Matchless?

I don't know.

Reluctant

Reluctant!

I don't know.

Calamity

A calemity"l A calamity is a clown or what, isn't it.

Fortitude

Fortitude?

Tranquil

A tranquil ••• ! don't know.

Edifice

Edifice?

Canpassion

A canpassion? I don't know.

Tangible

Tangible?

Perimeter

Perimeter!

I don't know.

Audacious

Audacious?

I don't know.

Ominous

Ominous? I don't know.

Tirade

A tirade?

I don't know.

Encumber

Encumber?

I don't know.

I don't know.

I don't know.

I don't know.
I don't know.

I don't know.

I don't know.

I don't knmr.
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I don't knov.

J?lag:ta.rize

Flay what?

Impale

Impale? I don't know.

Travesty

A travesty ••• I don't know.

27. Schizophrenic
V:lnter

Season ••• between December and March 21 ••• cold.

Repair

Mend

Breakf'a.st

Meal •••first of the day.

Fabric

·Cloth

Slice

To cut with down""8.l'd motion.

Assemble

To meet or put together

Conceal

Bide

Enormous

large

Hasten

Speed

Sentence

Advance of an idea orally or literally

Regulate

Adjust

Camnence

Begin

Ponder

Think

Cavern

Cave

Designate

Spec'ity

Danestic

Tame 1 or form of servant

Consume

Eat

Terminate

End

Obstruct

Dam

Remorse

Sadness

Sanctuary

Haven

-1o4. !l.ia.tchless

Perfect

Reluctant

Inaf'fable

Calamity

Tragedy

~

Fortitude

Nerve

!.

Tranquil

Serene

~
I

Edi fice

ltouse

Compassion

Love

T,ngible

Clear

Perimeter

R:lm or edge.· •• outer

Audacious

loud

Ominous

Iarg~

Tirade

Berate

Encumber

Load

Plagiarize

Happy

Tmpal.e

Spit

Travesty-

I don't know.

l'

It

28. Organic
Winter

Well, winter is Just •••well, the winter ••• the way ••• the only
thing I can think about arowd here is cold, snow, bad driving.

Repair

Well, repa.ir ••• repa.iring something ••• Just like your folder •••
maybe it's the tearing of the seam.

Breakrast

Break.i.eating in the morning.

Fabric

Well, as far as

fabric.~.on

clothes •••fabrics •••well, fabrics

are good for a lot of things in the home itself.
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Well ••• sanething to cut with.

Assemble

Assemble ••• like putting something a:part ••• I don't mean a:part
••• aga1n ••• I 1 m saying it wrong •••putting it back 1n place •

.

Conceal.

Conceal ••• concealing something that you don't want to have
other people see or notice.

Enormous

Enormous •••a lot of something ••• or everything.

Hasten

Hastine •••hasten •••hasten you. ;.having somebody come

Sentence

Oh, sentencea'•• sanething you have to do like a prison ••• a

somewheres~

person going to a prison •••they have sentenced him for lite.
Regulate

Regulate ••• regulate the heat 1n the house.

Camnence

Cam:mm.ce ••• camnencea ••• commence doing something.

Ponder

Ponder •••like I would:.-••well •••maybe a person that was very
wastetul.~.~throw:lng

money away.

Cavern

Cavern ••• cavern ••• I can't think of anything ••• to use it tar.

Designate

Designa.te •••to appoint I'd say••• going somewhere.

Domestic

Domestic ••-.that 1 s a ••• I couldn't bet money on this.

Consume

Conslmle •••well 1 consuming something.

Terminate

Terminating where you're at.

Obstruct

Obstruct.~.obstruct ••• like ••• something

a person owns but being

hurt rlth ••• some way it isn't he himself 1 but something he

awns or lives 1n••• being hurt in some way.
Remorse

Remorse ••-.I can't think ••• I can't get any knowledge trom that.

Sanctuaey

I wouldn 1 t be too sure on that one itself.-

Matchless

Matchless ••• about the only thing I can think about tor matchless is two people doing someth:lng.

Reluctant

I'm reluctantly on my schooling today on how I'm doing.
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Cal.amity ••-.ceJ.amity•••there isn't.~ .relieat that please •••

calamity.· ••there's nothing I'm sure
Fortitude

or.

Fortitude ••• fort1tude •••well 1 there isn•t •••there isn't anyth

registering.

Tranquil

I'm trying to express it :tn stocks and bonds 1 and I don't have
a fUll. me.ailing on it.

Edifice

Edison ...nothing 1n it far me.

Compassion

Can.passion ••• compassion. of people •••things alive 1n this world

that people like or want.
Tangible

Tangible •••nothing for sure •••tangible.

Perimeter

Perimeter •••the only thing I can think of 1n a hurr.r••• the
world.

Audacious

No knowledge about it.

Ominous

Ominous •••that's a blank.

Tirade

Repeat that one please.·••No~'.

EncUJ!lber

No knowledge on that on.e~·;.it~s a blank.

Plagiarize

Plague. ;.nothing;

Impale

Impale. o .-impale ••• impeal.

Travest

Travesty...the only thing I would be thinking a.bout ... it

might have been movement from one place to another like

vacation.·•• but I wouldn't be able to bet money on it.

29. Organic
Winter

It means it's cold ••• cold or snow.

Repair

You gotta fix something ••• something needs f ixin••• you gotta
work on it.

-107Breakfast

That's what you eat after a night's sleep •••the tirst meal of
the morning.

Fabric

I guess it's some 'tales you read.

Slice

I don 1 t know ••• cut something I guess.

Assemble

Everybody joins end gots together.

Conceal

It means you hide •••you hide something somewhere cause you
con 1 t went somebody to see it.

Enormous

Too many people I guess or too much fire.

Hasten

Means you gotta hurr;r.

Sentence

Something you say.

Regulate

It means people do things a certain way.

Commence

Camnence joining, doing something.

Ponder

Wonder over something ••• you ponder over what that is.

Cavern

Cavern ••• I don't know.

Designate

Designate •••means you 're saying where some place is.

Danestic

You're quoting something.

Consume

You take in what they tell you.

Terminate

Wonder i f it's true.

Obstruct

I don't know.''

Remorse

I don't

Sanctuary

A place in church.·

Matchless

Sanething that can't be compared.

Reluctant

Sanethblg you don't want to do or don't like to do.

Calamity

I don't know-

Fortitude

You're combining what you got.

Tranquil

I don't know.

know~

heard ot it.

Edifice

Edifice.

Canpassian

Com:pa.ring what was said or thinking about it.

Tangible

Means you're confused or it can be compared with sanething.

Perimeter

Perimeter, huh? A place you're going or leaving I guess.

Audacious

I don 1 t lmow.

Ominous

I don 1 t know that either.

Tirade

Tirade.

Encumber

Encumber somebody you meet.

Plagiarize

Plagiarize.

Impale

Something you say I

Travesty

Travesty means you're traveling I guess.

I don't lmow.

I never

I don't know.

I don't know.
gu.ess.~.<>r

compare.

30. Psychoneurotic
Winter

A season

Repair

To fix

Breakrast

Meal •••morning meal~

Fabric

Cloth

Slice

Part ot •••piece.

Assemble

Put together.

Conceal

Hide

Enormous

large or great

Hasten

Fast.· •• speed llPo

Sentence

Now aentence ••• cauld be two couldn't it. A group at words •••·

a line ot words.
Regulate

Adjust

Can:raence

start

Ponder

To think or dwell on an idea.'••to ponder over something.

Cavern

Part ot a cave •••a cave.

Designate

I should know those words but they don't come to me •••to assi

Dcmestic

Tameeo•a domestic animal is a tame animalo

Consume

To use or ea.t.

Terminate

End

Obstruct

stop or ••• obstruction ••• barrier or sanething.

Remorse

Sad I guess.

Sanctuary

Terrible!

I used to

Sanctuary••• I just haven't got the words for it.

mow

it.

Matchless

Matchless.' Well, it

Reluctant

Reluctant.
gmi

Calamity

can~t

be matched.

Unmatchable.

I can give you a sentence,, but it is a son of a

to give.

Maybe I'm thinking too hard.

It's a. calamity.

It's a ...you

got me at the wrong t:lme •••that's all.
Fortitude

No.

Tranquil

lfo.

Ea.trice

Ed.trice. A

Compassion

No.

Tangible

No.

ot

atatue~ •• it's

an editice ••• 1t•a a •••no.

I mould lmow it ••• sanething tangible.,..it I could think

vorda to express myself.

Perimeter

A per:lmeter •••a circle •••a circled area.

Audacious

No

Ominous

No.'

Tirade

Ho.

Encumber

Ho.

-uoPlagiarize

Never heard of that one.

D:lpale

lmpale •••means to be caught ••• to be impaled an a picket fence.

Travesty

Travesty~ •• !

don't get that one at au •••a definition f'or •••

I can't think ot it.

"

'
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Table 1.

Mean Hits tor High School

So-~anores

standard Nanenclature

IaJme:A'• Nomenclature

-

Diagnostic Category

Mean

~

Mean

All Categori••

7.30

2.62

8.40

Organic

i.10

0~99

0.90

0.73

Feebleminded

i.70

i.70

2~50

1~26

Schizophrenic

0.70

1.05

0.70

0.82

Psycho.neurotic

0.90

1.28

1.60

o.84

Worm.al

2.90

0.99

2.70

'0.94

SD

2.54

Appendix B.· Data tor Additional Gr<>l@s ot Judges
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Table 2. Analysis

ot Variance for High Schoo1 Sophomarea

Source

~

-MS

Educational level (EL)

3

1.07

~l

1ianencl.a.ture (N)

2

0.18

<l

ELX N

6

l.llt.

<1

68

1.18

4

85.~

'11·33**

C X EL

12

1.91

1.59

CXN

8

2.46

2.o4

24

0.83

272

1.20

Error (Between)

Diagnostic Category ( C)

CXELXN

Error (Within)
Total

**P (.Ol

399

l.

<1

-113-

Table 3. Mean Hits tor College UpPerclassmen Exposed to Psychology Courses

.

Beyond Introductory

standard Nanenclature

-SD

layman 1 s Nomenclature

Moan

-SD

Dtapnoatic CategcxrY

.Mean

All Categories

10.50

3.17

10.70

2.62

Organic

0.50

0.70

1.30

1.05

Peebleminded

2.50

1.35

2.90

1.28

Schizophrenic

1.20

1.03

1.10

1.10

Paychoneurotic

2.90

1.28

1~80

1.31

Normal

3.lt-0

1:64

3•60

1.50

-u4-

Table 4. Analysis ot Variance for College Upperclassmen Exposed to Psychology
Courses Beyond Introductory
Source

~

MS

~,~1.J;t?< to,l'sychology (E)

2

2.61

Nanenclature (N)

1

0.01

<1

EXN

2

0.65

(1

Error (Between)

54

1.19

Diagnostic Category (c)

4

83.70

CXE
.

8

3.01

CXN

Ji.

2.55

1.77

CXEXN

8

2.29

1~59

216

1.44

Error (Within)
Total

**P (~01

299

-

Appendix C.

Scheffe Tests

at Contrasts

of Differences Between the Means far

Grou;ps Shown in Tables 11 and 12 1 Text

-115Table 5.

Comparisons between Grou,ps of Table 11 1 Text

All Categories Canbined

Di:tterences

Unexposed - Exposed to Intro. Psych.Unexposed - Exposed beyond Intro. Psych.·
Unexposed • Ph.D •

3~75*

Exposed to Intro. Psych. - Exposed beyond

0.87

:rntro~ Psych~;

Exposed to Intro. Psych.' - Ph.n~·
Exposed beyond Intro. Psych.

Schizophrenic Category
Unexposed - Expo&ed to Intro.· Psych.

0.23

'

Unexposed - Exposed beyond Intro. Psych.
Unexposed - Ph.D.
B%posed to Intro. Psych. - Exposed beyond
Intro~'

Psych;

Exposed to Intro.· Psych. - Ph.D.

1.82*

Exposed beyond Intro. Psych.' Ph.D.

1~54*

Psychoneurotic Category

Unexposed - Exposed to Intro. Psych.
Unexposed - Exposed beyond Intro. Psych.'
Unexposed - Ph.D.

1.00

-u6~able

5 - Continued

Exposed· to Intro. Psych. - Exposed beyond

Intro. Psych.·
Exposed to Intro~· Psych. - Ph.D.

0~06

Ex:!)Osed beyab.d Intro. Psych. - Ph.D •'

0~58

-117Table 6.

Canparisons between groups of Table 12 1 Text.

All Categories Combined

Differences

Standard Nanenclature - Layman's Nanenclature

0~20

Standard Nomenclature - Ph.D.

3.08*

La,man's Nanenclature - Ph.D.

2.88*

l?. <.05

Organic Categor,y
Standard Nanenclature - Ia,man' s Nanenclature
Standard Nomenclature - Ph.D~

J,a,man•s Nomenclature - Ph.D.

l?. <~05

Schizophrenic Category
Standard Nomenclature - Ia;yman' s Nanenclatm-e
Standard Nanenclature - Ph.D.

La;yman' s Nomenclature - Ph.D.

E. <.05
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